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Robbed of $2,200 By Armed Both Hughes and Hearst Are
on Their Last Up State
Mcn,Who Called Him
Speaking Trips.
From His Bed.

ANY JUNCTION OF THE

BATHS IN RUNNING STREAM
AT SEATTLEiRESTOREO

Such

HI

Result From Such Treatment Is Entirely New In
the Equine World.

Oakland, Calif.. Oct. SI. Reclaim
ana broken-dow- n
itur a wonoui
jrace homo by a process of baths In armvmknx stream is little snort or tetna a miracle.
Vet that 1 what Garnet Ferguson
has done with the mighty near
catcher.
After the early portion of the last
racing: season Bearcatcher went away
His forelegs would burn up tinder
the least strain and he could not galrod without pulling up like a
lop
hobbled rocking horse.
This was Immediately after he had
tun and won his famous match race
with Lucky Baldwin's Cruzados, one
of the greatest sprinters the turf ever
saw.
"He will never get wtll," declared
Furguson. "But I would not sell him
for a little fortune. I will keep him
for a pet around my stable."
Then Ferguson took his string to
Seattle. It was his first visit to The
Meadows, a picturesque course alongside of which raced a pretty river.
There Ferguson saw a lot of trainers Rive their charges a mucking and
a swim In the warm waters before
they sent them at their daily work.
The swim seemed to have a soothing
effect upon the thoroughbreds, and
d
many a
animal was
brought around to act kindly.
The swim had, however, never been.
horse
known to make a broken-dow- n
well again when all the skill of the
most famous vetenaries had failed.
Ferguson started to Bwim the Bear
catcher that made the racing crowds
in the mlddlerest not so many sea
kons ago hold their breath to see him
nun, and after he bad passed the
legos'
in lead of his field mur
mur "there's the greatest race horse
I ever saw."
That was what Bearcatcher was
one of the greatest rase horses that
ever looked through a bridle. He was
a sprinter and a route animal alike,
and he could pack a ton of weight and
show his heels to the classiest kinds
sour-tempere-

fttd

of fields.

But then he broke down he became
uch a hopeless cripple that every
wise man In the business shook his
head and said "nothing doing any
inore for that bird."
is Bearcatcher
But Bearcatcher
acain, and a cripple no more.
He will race here this coming sea-soand it would not be surprising if
ho went to the post in the Inaugural
Handicap on November 17th.
An equine miracle has been accomplished.
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POOR VOICE

Latest Advices Are That Indians
Seem Peacefully Inclined and
No Serious Trouble Feared.

Prospects Not Very Good For Democrats Offer J50.000 For
Election Frauds Next Tuesday.
Chicago & Alton In Suit For
'
Money Dy Hearst.
Discrimination In Charges,

Butte, Mont., Oct. 31. A special
from Sheridan, Wyo.,' says:
The 700 or 800 Cheyenne Indians
Joining tie renegade Utes has become
Today six companies of
a reality.
troops will leave Sheridan and proceed up Tongue river to Ashland to
Join forces with the troops from Fort
Keough. The troops cannot hope to
reach Ashland before Thursday night.
The main band of Utes are still In the
vicinity of Moorehead. They are sullen and stem not afraid of the soldiers.

Muskogee. I. T.. Oct. 31. At Rusmile south of
sell, L T., twenty-fiv- e
here, two armed men called H. G.
McOee, a farmer, out of - bed and
forced him to divulge the hiding place
of 2,200 In gold, early this rooming,
according to a dispatch received at
the United States marshal's office In
Muskogee. The robbers, it is said,
placed the mcnV In bags and escaped to the bills.

JUNCTION OF CHEYENNES
AND UTES IS PROBABLE
Sheridan, Wyo., Oct. 31. The Utes
have crossed the Wyoming line and
lire apparently making Jor Ashland,
the appointed meeting place with the
Ctreyeunes on Tongue river, near Bir-neprobably today.
The troops
under Col. Augur left Sheridan today
but will not be able to reach Birney
before tomorrow night.
Unless the
Utes are headed off by the troor.s
coming overland from Fort Keogh,
they may Join the Cheyennes Friday
night. Kanchman living near Ash-lunarriving 'here today, say that
the report that all Cheyenne warriors
are at work on Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul railway construction, is a
They cay the tribe can
mistake.
muster COO armed anad mounted war
riors.

.
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LATEST NEWS INDIANS
ARE PEACEFULLY INCLINED.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 31. Rumors of a
fight between the droops and the,
Cheyennes ia
yomlng are discred
ited herw, no advices of tnnt . kind
having hon revived
On ihe ptbf
Hand, a message sent from the front
by a courier last night and wired to
headquarters today said that the In
dians are peaceably inclined and that
no trouble is anticipated..
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Hughes will gradually work his way
to the east and south, reaching New
Tors: Friday night, when h will address several meetings In Long Island City and Brooklyn. The candidate and party left here early today,
with Syracuse as the objective point
for tonight's meeting. The first stop
was at Fulton, where Hughes made
LANGDON DECLINES TO
REVEAL. HIS PURPOSES brief address. At Auburn there will
San Franclsoo, Calif., Oct. 81. On be n an afternoon meeting.
the ground that an attempt was being made to learn the secrets of the WEATHER VERY BAD AND
HEARST'S VOICE GONE
prosecution against the alleged grafters, District Attorney Langdon today
'Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 31. The last
refused to answer certain questions day of Win. R. Hearst's final upstate
put to him by counsel for Ruef. when campaign trip was made in a driving
summoned to give his deposition be snow storm and generally unfavorably
Langdon weather for a political candidate with
public.
fore a notary
brought an Injunction suit restrain a worn-ovoice. Jn spite of the
ing Ruef from acting as district at weather Hearst left here at 11 o'clock
being that he
torney, to which he was appointed the understanding
when the board or supervisors ousted would speak this afternoon at Medina, Lockport, Niagara Falls and
Langdon last Friday night.
The trip and the upstate campaign, so far as Hearst's personal parPRETTY STRONG EVIDENCE
GIVEN AGAINST ALTON ticipation is concerned, are expected
Chicago. 111.. Oct, 31. Kudolph N to end tonight with three meetings in.
Patterson, president of the auditing Buffalo, after which ho "will return to
company which Inspired a number of New York City.
suits against tne Chicago t Aixon, ai
lcglng discrimination of freight rates, HEARST WILL GIVE
50,000 FOR ELECTION FRAUDS
took the stand today In the hearing
'New York, Ocf? 31. Rewards totalof the first case against the road, in
which President Felton ot the Alton ling $50,00t are offered by, Wm, ' R.
The iult . waa Hearst, democratic aod
testified yesterday.
dependence
brought In the name of Seambrook r league candldato for governor, for evt- Sons of Springfield, III., and Patterson aence ot election frauds on Tuesday
declared on the stand, today that he next. These rewards were announced
had a verbal contract with, the plaint- today by the democratic state commit-te- e.
;
,
iffs by which bis company was to re-c.,
(
ve CU per cent of the amount Recovered from the railroad. "We were
to get 50 per cent of the robbery,"
said the witness
"What is that?" demanded Attorney Shaw of the Alton. "Did you Bay
60 per cent of the robbery T"
"Yes," said Patterson. "I told Mr.
Seambrook that the railroad had been
robbing him for years and said he
could recover damages as well as the
Paris, Oct. 31 The Castellen
disum paid by him in excess of the vorce case was heard this afternoon
proper amount."
before M, Henrr Dltte, president
The witness produced duplicate ttie tribunal of the first instance of
ot
freight bills showing that 36 cents the scene. Neither the
count nor the
had been paid the shipment of 100 countess was present. Maitre CrupnL
pounds of freight from Kast St. Louis counsel for the countess, pleaded for
to Springfield. 111., while but 25 cents divorce on documentary evidence subhad been charged for a shipment ot mitted.
the same amount and same class of
On extended review
goods from East St. Louis to Peoria. the countess declared: the counsel for
The countes at the beginning or the
HORTICULTURAL SHOW AT
suit was not acting under Influence,
GLEN COVE, LONG ISLAND but eolely for the purpose
of ending
Glen Cove, 1,. I., Oct. 31. The sec- forever the peril of moral desolation
ond annual horticultural exhibition of of her household, lie
explained
the town and a largo section of adja- marriage contract by which the the
recent country began today with a gime of separate property was estabgood attendance and fine collections
lished from tho very beginning, and
of flowers. The exhibition was far stated
domestic difficulties were
above the standard of the previous over a that
question of money. Ill treatone owing no doubt to the very valu- ment soon followed,
the count even
able extra prizes offered this season. striking the plaintiff before
the servThere, Is a lively competition for the ants. When
he reached the question
silver cup presented by Mrs. Percy of the Infidelity
against the
Chubb for the best fifty carnations, count, Cruppl did charges
not mention names,
six standard varieties, arranged for but designated
as
effect.
Mrs. K. H. Ladews' sil- Madame A., Madame B., etc.
ver cup for the best collection of
roes brought Into the show some of CANADA WANTS MISSING
the finest speclments In the eastern
WITNESS $1,000 BADLY
stales. Silver cups were also presentWinnipeg, Oct. $1. The Msnltob
n,
ed by F. P. Plerson and Com puny
government is offering a reward ot
for the best twelve biooms l,ooo for
Baily, tho leading
Glen View chrysantemums and by A. witness for Ernest
the crown In tne V lucent
H. Gnjy for tho best general collec- Weller
murder case, who has mystion of roses.
teriously disappeared.
Tho trial,
which was set for today, was again
BIG FOUR TO ISSUE BIG
Bally was last Been la
BLOCK OF MORE STOCK postponed.
New York, Oct. 31. At a meeting Snowflake, nnd It Is thought he has
The
of tho stockholders $10,000,000 of Big passed Into the Uulted States.
tragedy, in which Martin
Four stock was authorised today. The Snowflake
amount must first be offered to the Doylo is charged wlh the murder of
stockholders
for subscription the Vincent Weiler, is the most sensaterms of such subscription to be de- tional In the annals of Manitoba
When crime.
cided upon by the directors.
$11,300,000 ot Big Four common stock UNITED 8TATES OFFICER
was offered to the shareholders lu
VISITS BRITISH SCHOOLS
l'J03 at par only $2,453.56!! was taken
Oct. 31. Captain Herman
Iondon,
by
by them, all the rest being taken
J. Kochler today finished his visit tu
Shore, the latter's holdings tho military schools . of instruction
the
on December 31 last being $18,752.-70and other military institutions at At
dershot, Schorncllffe, Dover and Salisbury Plains. Captain
Kochlor is
master of the sword and Instructor of
JOSEPH GRINNELL'S BODY
military gymnastics and physical culture at West Point military academy.
His Inspection was authorlied bv the
TO BE BURIED AT
British army council.
Iia-tav- la.

Double, Double Toil and trouble;
bubble
Reformers howl and mud-pot

FIRE DOES DAMAGE BOTH

FALSEHOODS ARE HAILED BY FACTS

,

NAITIONAL NUT GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION IS IN SESSION
Bcranton, Pa., Oct. 31. The fifth

Oswego, N. Y., Oct. 31. The last
upstate tour ot Charles iR Hughe,
prior to the electloa next Tuesday, Is
drawing to a close. Beginning today"

ut

d,

annual convention of the 'National
Nut Growers' association commenced
here today, when there was a large
attendance of persons Interested in
the industry from all parts of the
country. E. W. Kirkpatrick, the president of the association, in welcoming
the delegates, said that Jackson coun
ty. Pa., of which Scrauton is the
county seat, enjoys the distinction of
being the place of origin of manv of
the finest and largest pecans known
while her area of orchards of bearing,
budded and grafted trees surpasses at
RUSSIAN NAVY HAS ONE
present all other sections of the counBIG BATTLESHIP try
producing pecans. There were
St. Petersburg, Oct.. 31. Members Important discussions on matters conof the admiralty were present today nected with the industry and visits
when the keel was laid ofa new
were made by the delegates to the
of the Dreadnought type. Re- orchards In the neighborhood where
cently Hniperor Nicholas, ignoring the bearing crops are ready for the
Minister Kokovsoffs" protests, order- harvest.
ed him to transfer $9,000,000 o the
minister of marine for the construcTOWNS ARE SPRINGING
tion of the new battleship which will
UP LIKE MUSHROOMS
l()iely resemble the Dreadnought.
31. The
Yankton, S. D
Oct.
oldest aud most seasoned boomTOWN MUST BE MOVED
ers are amazed at the manner,
FOR PANAMA CANAL in which towns are springing up, like
Panama, Oct. 81. John F. Stevens, iiiushrooniB in a night, in South Dachief engineer of the Panama canal, kota. They are being planted by the
has commenced the construction of Milwaukee & Northwestern extenan enormous dinn at I.a Rorca. The sion and the Minne.iplis & St. Uiuis
ancient town of La Uorca will dlsap-IHJ- ir railway companies. A field of wheat
and a new town is to b' erected was inspected last spring ''V
at tfima Hill near Outun.
townslte agent of the Minneapolis & St. Umis. It belonged to Chris
Stemwedee. Stakes were driven to
HRAE-HAYDEN
NUPshow where the streets were to. lie
located and the building of the town
commenced. Now the
TIALS CELEBRATED immediately
town of Florence, as it is called, lias
Its handsome brick buildings, Its
newspaper and hU the other appurPROMINENT YOUNG FOLKS MAR tenances of a full growu municipality.
RIED LAST NIGHT WECDING
The same thing occurred at Wallace,
A QUIET AFFAIR BRIDE
Brentford and Creshard. A new town
AND GROOM LEAVE
nuut, also in a wneat ti id, is to reFOR LATTER'S
ceive its name today. The lines are
HOME.
being rapidly" pushed forward and It
is expected they will be completed to
Mr. IOuis McRae, formerly of
Beau, the western terniiniiH, by
and Miss Ethel Hayden January
1.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Hayen, or zi
waiter sirwt, were FUN FESTIVAL TONIGHT
united in marriage last evening at
IN INDIANA TOWN
me residence of the br.des parents.
M uncle. Ind..
31. At the fall
0t.
1 hough the guests were confined to
a few relatives and intimale friends fun festival tonight two very heavy
will supply a barbecue which
of tho contracting parties, the house oxen
will be absolutely free, the only conwas tastefully decorated for the oc- dition
casion. The ceremony was performed wearingimposed on the diners being the
of a mask and tmme fancy
.
by
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of oresg. King
Knterprlse and Queen
me First Presbyterian church, and
will be elected and
took place at 8:3u o'clock. It was Hallowe'en
by a parade of gaily decorated
followed by the serving of refreshand electrical floats. A
ments and the departure of the bride automobiles
Kjvat many staid and dignified merand groom for their new home, some chants
twenty miles east of Magdulena. in into theand professional men entered
spirit of the thing with lest
Socorro county.
and will appear in fancy ostium
Mr. 'McRae is well known in Albuquerque, having formerly been active ENTIRE POLICE FORCE
in various undertakings here. He is
GETS WALKING PAPERS
now engaged in sheep raising, iu
n t'onver r
i i...
oarniu.
which business he has for some time dismissal of the entire police force
of
been growlngly prominent.
fearnia. consisting of a chief, sergeant
Miss Hayden also is well known, and patrolmen took effect today.
The
not only through her parents, but on force was reoreiinizoH
k,,.
account of her prominence in church months aKO. Chief Snnru i..i- circles, as a singer and musician. She only one of the old force retained lu
has for some years been a member of serine. Mirvis has bteu chief nl,in
the Irebbyterian choir and has won six year.. It is claimed by the police
for hersolf many friends by her pleas- committee that the entire force was
ant disposition and her constant read negligeut in the nerfurnia
inejn tu aid iu every good work duties, x new force. aitrppiWci ,...
throimHi,
w ill take
,.j,v
up duty tomorrow.
;
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Bearcatcher After Nearly a Troops Are Indeavorlng to
Intercept the Indians
Year of Uselessness Restored
to Pristine

lira

R III

A

I'M

i

NUMBEH 202

Oil EH 31. 1900

A WIERD SISTER OF THE NIGHT

CHEYENNES

HEW WAY TO

WEDNESDAY' EVENING.

IN

Fake Reform Organ's Mtemized Biir
Shown Up By Records In Probate
Clerk's Office.
It Is hard to keep up witii the falsehoods of the Morning Mudslinger. Let

TEXAS

ol

DAKOTA

Large Rice Mill Destroyed and
Houses. Stock and Crops
Swept Away.

Telesfor Gutierrez, assault to
1.00
kill,
commitment
us examine the article published this Toriblo Gutierrez, assault to kill. 1.00
commitment
morning, "One of T. S. Hubbcll's Euloglo Torres, assault to kill.
DYNAMITE FAILS TO
1.00
Itemized Bills." Tho first Item is
commitment
RAISE MORE-- BODIES
board for jailer and assistant jailer Jose de la Luz Torres, rape,
1.00
for the whole year 1904, not one cent
commitment
of which did T. S. Hubbell receive. Patrick O'Brien, drunk,
Beaumont, Texas, Oct. 31. Fire de
1.00
The next four items, pay of jailer and
commitment
stroyed the Beaumont rice mills to
assistant jailer, are fixed by law at Jim Coffey,
drunk,
day, entailing a loss of about $150,000
J."0' a month for the Jailer and $40
1.0
commitment
with Insurance of
of this
for assistant jailer. It will be seen William Dunlap, drunk,
1.00 amount.
that the pay of these jailers for one
commitment
year, four quarters, amounts to $270 Andus Antonio, drunk,
PRAIRIE FIRE 8WEEPS
per quarter, making for the four items
1.00
commitment
DAKOTA WITH DAMAGE
of $270 per quarter, $1,080. The oth- Antonio Croltone, drunk, 1120,
Dickinson, N. D.. Oct. 31. Reports
'. .
1.00
er items are for services of sheriff's
commitment
received here today show that the
office at preliminary examinations L. J. Smith, S. M. Adams, larprairie fire which swept the country
ceny from a car,
and one small item for photographs of
arrest
south of here Sunday, was th worst
prisoners. A preliminary
examinaand return of writ, $2.50; sub.
of Its kind in sveteen years.
It
4 witnesses and return, $1.50;
tion Is the hearing of a prisoner bestarted north of Stillwater and burn9.00
fore a Justice of the peace on a
commitments (2), $2.00
ed a path seven miles wide. Buildcharge that requires the prisoner to Euloglo Torres, assault to kill,
ings, hay, cuttle, hogs and sheep were
lie bound over to the district court.
1.00 destroyed. No fatalities
commitment
are reported,
Itemized bills were rendered for ev- Toriblo Gutierrez, assault to kill,
although several (ergons were badly
ery Fpeclfic item not as published in
1.00 burned.
commitment
the Mud Slinger. The CiUzeu appends Lorenzo Garcia, gd. larceny,
a copy or one of "t hese bills as render-arrest and return of writ,
EVEN DYNAMITE FAILS TO
ed to tho county commlsisioiiers, as
$1.50; sub. 3 witnesses and reDISLODGE SUBMERGED CARS
turn, $3.50; commitment, $1.00. 5.50
follows:
Atlantic City. Oct. 31. Several
Hub-bel"County of Hcrnttllllo to T. S.
Bentura Martinez, larceny,
light charges of dynamite were exsheriff, debtor, Nov. 30, I9ti4. For
1.00 ploded under the two submerged cars
commitment
services in connection w ith prelimin-- Frank Wilson, larceny,
arin Thoroiiglif jre, in hope of breaking
ary and other hearing before Justices; rest and commitment
2.00 j tho coupling, but the efforts were
of the peace during the month of No-- !
vain, tin- divers being unable to get
veinber, 1904, as per list attached,!
Total
$62.00 the charges iu tho proper places. No
$1)2.00.
"Territory of New 'Mexico, County of bodirs were discovered since the
Territory
corpses of two women found yesterBernalillo, ss.
vs.
"I, T. S. Hubbell, sheriff, do sol- day afternoon. It is ixlleved, howar- Martin Huines, larceny,
emnly swear that the above supplies ever that there are bodies wedded in
rest and commitment
$ 2.imi or services were furnished by me; the car.
Geo. Hill, larceny,
arresl
that the above account Is just and
2."" correct; that no part of the above has
and commitment
.Tohn Morrison, larceny.
at- been paid to me; that there is still
rest and commitment
".ou due the above amount after allowing WOMAN ESCAPED WITH
Joseph Johnson, larceny,
Just credits and offsets. (S'lgned)
2.00
arrest and commitment
"T. S. HUBBEIJ,.
Frank Checkering, larceny,
"Sheriff.
RUSSIA'S MONEY
2.00
arrest and commitment
"Subscribed and sworn to before
William Fuck, larceny of horse,
nie this 17th day of February. A. I).
:
Arrest and return of writ.
J. A. SUMMKKS,
$1.50; mil. officer and pris.
"Probate Clerk."
S . Petersburg. Oct 31. Eight of
(Corrales) 26. $8.50; mil. guard
The Mud Slinger publishes It in the identified participants
In tho robj these
same place 24 mil., $3.00; sub.
words only, "I'rellniinar'es, bery of October 27, of Cashier Herwitnesses (3) and ret, $3.50:
$ti2.00." Similar bills for at! the other mann of the custom bouse, according
mil. sub. witnesses 24 mil. $3.0o
Items were rendered am! approved. to papers here, were condemned to
20. DO The Journal simply
commitment. $1.00
ix when it be transported by Bteamer last night
5. coml.ucien Cook, larceny,
states to the public that the sum of to
Cronstadt for execution by a squad
1.4)0 $2,136.30 was paid to Hubbell on the
mitment
of soldiers. Several women have been
Ktebau Rael, drunk. 11 11, comaccount published by it. All these arrested on suspicion of complicity,
1.00 bills were approved by Clancy and
mitment
including one who
possession of
,
Ignacio 'Bspliiosa. drunk,
(irunsfeld on January 3, 194)6; but a large quantity of had
explosives, but no
1.00 Hubbell has not received his pay yet.
commitment
trace has been found of the mysterious woman who decamped with the
cash. The polioe are now working on
METHODIST BISHOP WILL
NEW CONSTRUCTION WORK
the theory that fche was a man in
TAKE BIG MISSION TRIP
disguise. Tho past fortnight's record
OF STEEL CORPORATION
31
Philadelphia. Oct.
Bishop Foss
New York, Oct. 31. New construe-- I of important robberies throughout the
lias sailed for India as a delegate Hon works of the United States Steel empire show that 203 were committed
to the St. Petersburg robfrom this country to the Jubilee of corporation this year, up to the pres- -' In addition
have cost $5,000,000, or about the bery las', week, which was $lo2,00o.
the Missionary society. Bishop Fobs, ent,
same as in 1905. This sum does not
who is accompanied by his wife, was include the money spent on Gary. YOUNG AMERICAN VIOLINIST
MAKES A HIT IN EUROPE
recently publicly
presented
with Ind., the new town founded by the
Ixm.lon, Oct. 31. Albert Spalding,
$l.o'.0. The bishop lias bad a potent Steel corioratlon, a short distance
violinist, who
bund in the missionary cause nnd his south of Chicago. It is estimated the young American
that $5,000,000 has been expended in created quite a furor in the Kursaae
to
the
appointment as a deir;:te
this town already. Before the cloBe Ostend, and in Paris, appeared at a
great jubilee bus met with general of this year the Steel corporation concert here tonight assisted by the
approval.
The return trip will be Mil have completed its plans for the l)iidon S mpaihony orchestra, and
made by way of China, the Philip- extension work of 19u7, but It Is esniHhicte.l by Mr. Langdon Ronald.
pines, Japan, the Hawaiian Ulumls, timated that new construction works Mr. Spabiiui las betn engaged to apSa.u Franei-.raiid thence acros the next year, including that on the plant pear iu fasbiouable concerts in lxn-docontinent
at Gary, will reach $40,000,000.
for vonietime to come.
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AGED WIDOW OF VETERAN
OF THE WAR OF 1812
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct, 31. Mrs. Dru-sil- la
Morrell is receiving the congratulations of her friends in the home of
The body of Joseph Grlnnell of her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Velsor, 125
Sheridan, Wyo., who died yesterday Adelphl street, on reaching the ven-

C. H. GRINNELL, HIS FATHER, ARRIVED HERE TO ACCOMPANY
IT THI3 EVENING.

of complications ut St. Joseph's hospital, will be shipped to Sheridan this
evening. Ct. H. Grinnell, father of Joseph Grlnnell, arrived here from
Sheridan last night and will accompany the body home, 'where the funeral will bo held. Mr. Grlnnell is
the city marshal of Sheridan, lie Is
a member of Sheridan lodge No. 520,
B. P. O. E., to which organization his
defeased son also belonged. The funeral will bo In charge of the lodge.
Joseph Grlnnell, who was a mining
engineer, came to Albuquerque two
weeks prior to bis death. He was III
beu be arrived here mid went to
the hoMii'al.

erable age of 102 years. She was born
at Woburn, Mass., in 1804, her husband being Danle) Morrell, for many
years the tollgate keeper at Coney
Island and a veteran of the war of
1812. The aged lady, who Is In fairly
good health, entertained her friends
by telling them about Coney Island In
the early day.
JAMES

DIED
AT WASHINGTON TODAY
Washington, Oct, 31. James I)
Yematib, formerly a member of the
Interstate commerce commission, died
of a complication of dlseme, aned 61

year.

D. YEMANS

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE TWC
TERRITORIAL

REPUBLICAN

to Vote for. Any person violating nhy
of the provisions of this section shall

TICKET

For Delegate to Congress
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For County School Superintendent
J. A. MILLER
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J. RANKIN
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upon conviction thereof, before any
be
court of competent jurisdiction,
fined In any sum n.it less than one
hundred dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars, and by imprisonment In the county Jail not less than
three months nor more than six
months, at (lie discretion of the court
trying the same,
"lfif.3. Any qualified voter of this
territory who votes or offers to vote
more than once at any election hereafter held In this territory, and any
person, who, by any species of fraud
or deception, prevents a qualified
person from voting according to hiH
own free will and opinion, on conviction shall be fined In a sum not less
than Ave nor more ttmn fifty dollars.
"lfiSt). The Judges of election, appointed according to law, aro required and ordered to show the ballot, box
open, to the people that may have
assembled, before commencing the
election, and afterward to closo It. In
the presence of the voters, In which
the ballots shall be put as provided
by law,
"1687. The said Judges shall close
the election at six o'clock in the afternoon, and immediately thereafter
shnll open the ballot boxes and publicly count the votes cast for each
candidate, certifying the poll books as
provided by law: Provided, that said
judges of election shall order that a
copy of the certificate be entered in
the poll books, then to be signed by
them and clerks, and transmitted to
the justice of the peace of the precinct: Provided, further, that the said
judges of election be required and obligated to give certified copies to the
parties interested that may solicit the
same; Provided that these copies
shall not exceed four in number.
"190. The said Judges of election,
or Justices of tho peace, who shall
fail to comply with tho provisions ot
this act shall, on conviction thereof,
be fined in any sum not less than
twenty-fivdollars, nor more than ooe
hundred dollars; Provided, that if the
said judges cannot
give pecuniary
satisfaction,
on
then
conviction,
they shall be imprisoned in the publrc
jail, sentenced to hard labor for the
term of two months, forever forfeiting the right to vote and to hold any
office of honor and profit In this ter
rltory.
1691. if the said Judges of election or justices of the peace shall
give any fraudulent certificate or
change the same with other numbers
subsequent to their certificates, they
shall, on conviction therefor, suffer
the penalty prescribed by the foregoing section.
"192. Any person or persons shall
have the right to give Information
and prosecute the frauds that may be
by them discovered in anv election, as
also any failure in the observance of
the law; but to give effect to such information, they shall make affidavit,
In due form of law, before, the magistrate to whom the charge shall be
made."
It is the duty of all territorial and
county officers to see to It that these
laws are strictly enforced, and I desire that you, in your official capacity
as District attorney, use the utmost
vigilance to prevent their infringement in any of the precincts comprised within the district of which you
have charge. In the performance of
this official duty you will have my
hearty
Respectfuly yours.
(Signed) H. J. HAOERMAN,
e

For Constitutional Convention
Delegates
H. F. RAYNOLDS
M. E. HICKEY
T. N. WILKERSON
T. C. GUTIERREZ
E, W. DOBSON

THE GOVERNOR'S
LETTER TO THE

DISTRICT
Attorneys Requiring them to
Prosecute All Violators
of Election Law.
October 27, 1906.
Dear Sir I have the honor to advise you that representations have
been made to me by prominent clti- ens in many parts of the territory,
both republicans and democrats, that
there Is considerable danger that. In
many places, the election laws of
New' Mexico will not bo enforced at
the coming election.
Our laws in respect to these niat-- .
ters are very full and detailed, and
point out without any iHiaslbtlity of
confusion or mistake the methods
whereby dishonesty and fraud In elections can be avoided, and provide specifically the penalties and punishments to be Imposed for the infringement of the provisions of such laws.
I beg to call your attention particularly to the following sections of the
Compiled Uws of 1897:
"1635.
That It shall hereafter be
unlawful for any person who Is not a
qualified elector, to vote, or to offer
to vote at any election held in this
territory, or to register or of.
to
fer
register
as a voter;
and
It shall be unlawful
for
any persons to register or offer to
register, or to vote or offer to vote in
the name of another person, and It
shall be unlawful for any person to
register his name as a voter, or to
cause or procure his name to be, so
registered in any other election precinct than that In which such person
resides, or will in good faith have resided, the requisite period of time
prior to the day of the next ensuing
election; and it shall be unlawful for
any person to solicit, procure, aid,
abet, induce or attempt to procure or
Induce any person who is not duly
qualified, to register as a voter, or to
vote at any election held iu this territory. Any person who shall violate
any of the provisions of this act shall,
upon conviction thereof, before any
court of competent jurisdiction, be
fined in any sum not less than one
jiundred dollars and not more than
Hve hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in tho county jail for not lcw
than three months, nor more than six
months, or by Ixjth si li fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the
court trying the same.
"163C. It hhall be unlaw ml for any
person after the passage of this act,
at or prior to any election authorized
by the laws of the territory, to influence or attempt to influence any voter to vote for or against any candi,
date for office, or any question or
or to refrain from voting at any
such election, by the offer of an
money, property, article or thing of
value, or by the offer of employment,
or by any menace or threat to discharge from employment, or by any
threat of violence to any such voter,
or by any threat or menace to sue
any such voter or any other person, o'
by any promise to refrain or abstain
from suing such voter or any other
person, or to influence or to attempt
to influence any voter to cast his vote
in any particular way by means of
any brile, reward or promise of reward, or for any voter to take or receive any bribe, compensation, money,
article or thing as an Inducement to
vote for any person, or question, or
to refrain from voting for any person,
or to obstruct, interfere with or im,pede any qualified voter from registering or voting at any such election,
or to abruptly or violently, or without
his consent, take from any such voter
any ballot or ticket for the purpose
of changing the same, or to examine
the same, or to interfere with l lie
easy access of any voter to the polls
for the purpose of voting at any such
election, or to mislead or deceive any
voter by furnishing him with a ticket
or ballot under the preteuse that such
ticket or ballot contains names oilier
than those prlutej or written thereon, or to deceive or defraud any voter
by falsely causing such voter to vote
tor a person thing or question other
than such voter desired or intended
'
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Clovernor of New Mexico.
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RAISING

COTTON

NEAR ROSWELL
A. L. Haynes, who has a farm ten
miles southeast of Hagerman, raised a
crop of cotton this year and broiignt
a bale of It to Roswell and had It
auctioned off. The Joyce - lint company bid it In through Elza White for
$50.
It was ginned at Carlsbad and
the bale weighed 465 pounds.
Mr.
Haynes cultivated 'only seven acres
of the fifty acres of cotton he planted
and will have seven more bales. The
seven acres he cultivated will average
of a bale to tne acre.
As one hale to the acre In a cotton
country Is considered a good crop, Mr.
Haynes thinks he has done pretty
well. The quality Is said to be uliove
the average.
three-quarter-
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ADVERTISEMENTS

BANK INSTITUTIONS

MONEY to LOAN

The Attention
of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,

drug store.

by

We hold their patronage

1901.

"

ii.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

TWO LOTS

Lunag.

curately, and at a fair price?
with the best of everything in
our line.

31.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

parts vi me worm.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Op?n Evenings,

clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED
A competent, clerk, inuBt
speak English and Spanish and
Correscome well recommended.
Neustadt, Los
pond a Itlt

-

WANTEli To Hade house and two
lots on South Second St., No. 724,
for .property In Long Beach, Cal. Ad- Close in on North Fifth, at a
bargain
dress John Krlck, 431 East Second
Al.inn wecKt
street. Long Beach, California.

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

1-

Highland

FOR

St.sT.

lurnlshed Also 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
FOR KENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
tor zw.oo.
John street.
nouse, furFOR RENT four-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Walter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
Extends to Depositor, Ererj Proper Accommodation,
110 West Gold Ave.
and Solicit.
rooms for housekeeping. 521
New Accounts CapitaL $150,000.00.
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
rear.
BASHINSKY
cottage, fur- BACON &
FOR RENT Four-rooOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V, P.
minutes' walk from street car line.
W
Johnson, sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh. J C
REAL ESTATE AND LOANS
tXMTHKENT Nicely furnished "room
mon ..una. A. M. Blaclnrell. Geo. Arnoi, O. . Crolwell?
E
tu a healthy party. Address 716
205 West Gold
Auto Phone 578
B. Railroad avenue.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA &
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well furSANTA FE RY.
nished rooms, with modern improve- PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT N icely furnished rooms
Irs M. nnnit
with running water. Board at
reasonable prices. Casa do Oro, ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
. w., Washington, D. O.
613 West Gold avenue.
Pensions,
FOR RENT Houses and store rooms. lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
patents,
trade marks, claims.
Twelve room house with store room letter
W. H. McMillion, 211 West Gold
R. W. D. Bryan.
avenue.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, AlbuquerOmCKR AND DIRECTOR
que,
N.
M.
Office, First NaUonal
FOR RENT Residence 709 West
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
Bank
building.
Gold avenue; 6 rooms and bath
Gas and electric light. Apply to
FRANK McKEE
Mrs. Dr. John F. Pearce. 718 West
Cashier
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-R. A. FROST
Railroad.
Assistant Cashier
H.
F.
RAYNOLDS
FOR KEAT AD&rtmenra
PTT
..Director
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
DENTISTS.
m.
U.
steam heated, and all other modern
DEPOSITORY
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
conveniences, h. H. Tilton, room 19
Authorized
Capital
$500,000 00
Dental Surgeon.
Grant Block.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
$250,000.00
y
FOR RENT A six room
the Golden Rule Dry Goods
Dtposllery for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
oricK house, corner of Seventh Both 'phones. Appointments company.
made by
street and TIjeras avenue. Inquire mail.
at Lommorl & Mattencci, 624 West
Edmund J. Alaer. D. D. S.
i ijeras avenue.
No. 306
avenne.
Office
FOR RENT Nicelv furnished rnima uuurs, :uo Rallrohd
a. m.,
$1.25 to $1.50 ner week- - 2r.e tn r,n P. m. to 5 p. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Both phones.
per night. Also rooms for light
made by mall.
nouseseeping.
The Minneapolis
PHYSICIANS.
nouse, bz south Second street,
Aiuuquerque. N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
ran sale.
Tuberculosis treated with
's
FOR
CAPITAL
fafmfthe best
. . $100,000.00
Electrical
Current and
farm In Bernalillo county. Chas.
Germicide.
SURPLUS
Treatments
given each
AND PROFITS,
.
r'lj'ccKier.
22,000.00
day
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
FOR SALK New tent cover, 19x36 nursefrom
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
. n.
MCMimon, 211 west Gold.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
UNDERTAKER.
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the
run SALk Elegant Knabe piano
World
i,un on Houtn Kroadway.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
FOR SALE lota 3 and 4. iilneW I'll
A. BORDERS.
Eastern addition; level, no water Commercial Club Building. Black
courses, wind break to east. In
Wc Want Your
and White Hearse, $5.
Business
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N
ARCHITECTS!
Broadway,
F. W. Spencer. Room
rOR SALE Five room inodorn
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
DIRECTORS
frame house, all convenience
O. N. ..larron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A
'hones.
cheap. 1301 Fruit avenue
Miera
H.
J.
A.
Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Huibs.
i. i.arns.
FOR SALE At a sacrificeif taken at
CTVIL ENGINEER.
once, a nine-roobrick
nouse; Dam, ceuar, cement wall
J. R. Farwell.
TCom 23, N. T. Armijo building.
Adiiress p. o. Box 218 city.
VfiL SALE Saddle, pouy, second
NOTARY PUBLIC.
'
hand buggy and saddle,
sluing wagon, w. H. McMillion, 211
Thos.
K. D. Maddison.
West Gold avenue.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
FOR SALE Best paying restaurant Gold avenue.
and lunch room opposite depot,
RODERICK STOVfc, E. E.
cheap. Business ran stand close
3u.1 South First street.
Electrical
and Mechanical Engineer.
FOR SALE Two or four very deslr-atd- e
Agent for Fairbanks,
& Co.
lots In the Grant tract. Cheap, Gas pnd gasoline enginesMorse
a specialty.
Easy terms or small monthly pay- 906 West Railroad avenue.
Automents. Inquire or address M. M., matic 'phone, 179.
Citizen office.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
business on the El Paso and South- 209 West Railroad avenue, ts prewestern In eastern New Mexico. pared to give thorough scalp treatStock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op- ment,, do hair dressing, tret corns,
AND
portunity for right party. Can ex- bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicurplain good reason for selling.
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- - ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion Cream builds up the
iress inquiries to tnis paper
i'OU SALE The Minneapolis bouse, skin and Improves the complexion,
44 rooms, all furnished; income $150 and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
per month; must Le sold; parties Sne also urepares a hair tonic that
going away. Price $3,500 lor lot cures aud prevents dandruff and hair
iiuilding and furniture; best paying falling out; restores life to dead hair;
KH.MA13LI!,.
property iu Albuquerque. Call or removes moles, warts and superfluous
ESTABLISHED 1873.
address C. 1). Ward, Minneapolis hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure
pimple
cure
and
and pile cure.
house. Albuquerque, N. M.
o
All of the.se preparations are pure?y
T't ' R SALE
Ranch. Ed. 1. Kelly vegetable compounds. Have
just adand suns having sold all their stock ded a
vibrator machine for treatment
are now offering their fine stock of scalp,
faco and cure of wrinkles.
for
ranch
sale. It Is the best
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
ranch In the country. Ha3
massage
0
two good wells, one or them has and
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
o
windmill and surface tank. It is an
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
ideal shocp range. Post office, Datil, BREAD and take no
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries 0
other.
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen
$
Id the Southwest.
ty nines west or Datll.
FOR SAIJThirty-acr- e
ranch, quai- m
FARM AND
ier 01 rrnie north government InAND CURE
0
dian school; two acres good bearLUNGS
ing orchard with all kinds of fruit;
KA1LHOAD AVENUE.
S
ALBUQUERQUE,
M.
0
N.
six acres cultivated ground and balWITH
ance in alfalfa, (nid seven-rooframe residence, barn and other
outbuildings. For further particulars inquire of R. I). Lusted, or ad.1.
dress postoftice box 138, city.
Pries
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
OUGHS and
60c ft $1.00
PERSONAL.
OLDS
Fret Trial.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT-Co- vers
Sor'rilHRN (URLS are tlul most
more. loo... best wears the
longest, moBt economical; full measure.
beautiful In the world, llet next,
for
Cure
all
UuicJteat
Surest
and
BUILUiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime. Cemen. Paint,
boys, a iid Join our correspondence
THROAT and LUWO TROUB-LGlass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
elm).
Write us tor particulars. The
or MONEY 3ACX
Dixie club, P. O. box 1S6, Chatta-iionc,a- ,
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ' ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.
Tenn.
Wounds, Bruises ana Burns.
Williams' Indian Pfls
SDr.
will cure HlMld.
By applying an antiseptic dressing
PIONEER BAKERY
E
lulling
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
uikI
to wounds, bruises, burns and like InPile, il ulinonLlietuuiors.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
uiliiys tlie iU'UiuK ftt iMice. acts
juries before inflammation sets in,
(Successor
to Balling; Bros.)
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANS.is u iwu lief. ir:vc. jHsiuui re
i hey may be healed without matural.tf. Jr. Williuuis'Jndiiinl'ileOitit.
1
FER STABLES.
tion ;ind in about
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY. Horses
lueiit is nreiuired tor Piles mid lU'U
the time
and Mules Bought and Exlnu; n iiih prlvitiM
Kvrry twx is
uin.
required by the old treatment.
This
changed.
Vwirt
1JV urut:Klis, ey iiciii on reWe desire patronage and we guarIs the greatest discovery and triumph cdnt of iirnUNU'il.
iv l.o iviii
uiul l.m. WILLIAMS
BEST TURNOUTS IN TILE OTTY
antee first class baking.
of modern, surgery.
Chamberlain's MHUf ACTUBING CO.. 1'roiw.. ' i vetai.d, oim.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque. Seconl Street, between Railroad and
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
Pain llalm acts on this same princiCopper Avenue.
ple, u is an antiseptic and when applied to such Injuries, causes i hem to
AND WOMEN.
hen! ery quickly. It also allays the
. ir.rtffa.illllAllltUlfctlu&t,
M
pain and soreness ami prevents any X.'VN'
il.
:kii J
No. 111 North First Street.
.
,
danger of lilood poisoning. Keep a
. f in uruui lii.ihrn.
Ji to an I.uurv
tor
Headquarters
Low Prices
proprietors.
4
lencioni,
dinelli
.
.
Fmimu
r..l n,.t .........
uit
.'
Dottle uf I'ain Kalm In
our home
wines, liquors and cigars, on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
tuiil it will save you time and money,
moid bj lftraroUU,
ClIltlNllttr.LjgMtj
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches d.-not to mention tho Inconvenience i nd
I
wmpuor.
jfi i "
I
c.
a,lu
u' us,,cs
suffering such injuries
entail. Fur
Put Uo for Travelers.
$1.00, or i bottl (I'.tV
s;ilo bv all drussista.
Rooms By Day, Week cr Month.
tircuiM tbt y wUMt.
408 W. Railroad Awanua
m

Pharmacy

POR TERFIELD CO.

Railroad Avenue and Broadway

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth

Gold Crown
Gold Filling

$C

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8

BalSa

GUAR-

An Awful Cough Curea.
"Two years ago our little girl had
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
with an awful cough. She had spells
of coughing, Just like one with the
whooping cough and some thought
she would not get well at all. We
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, ' which acted like a charm.
She stopped coughing and got stout
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
Brubaker, 111. This remedy Is for
sale by all druggists.

PrM.t

two-stor-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office." Small Holding
Claim No, 2999.

T

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 19, 190G.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of liis Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854.), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470). and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 5,
19uti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
3 and 4, Secflon
19,
Township 11
North, Range 6 Bast.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Francisco,
Montez, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skinner and Marcellno Crespln, all of Carpenter, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that siilmii-teby claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

8--8,

SALE-leckler-

Banking

46-4-

two-stor-

SAFE
TREATMENT

A CERTAIN

Even if mercury aud potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison tat
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make thi
cure worse than the disease. But they cannot cure the vile disorder; thej
can only cover tip the symptoms for awhile to break out with renewed
'o
lence when the treatment is left off. When the virus of Contagious Hlox
Poison enters the blood the entire circulation becomes poisoned, and lh
loutusome'.symptoins begin to appear. The mouth and throat ulcerate, liai
and eyebrows come out, glands of the neck and groin swell, copper-colorspots appear on the body, and in severe cases sores and ulcers break out, am
even the bones become diseased.
S. S. S. is the only certain, safe cure im
Contagious Blood Poison ; tnousatids have been cured by it after failiujj wit!
the mineral treatment, Hot Springs, etc. It is the only remedy that is ,ibl
to get at the root of the disease and force out the poison so that no .signs an
ever seen ajjaiu. S. S. S. is purely vegetable, bciu: made of roots, herbi
and barks, and never loaves any bad effects, but instead, tones tip the btotn
ach and digestion iind builds up every part of the system while removiii;
the poison from the blood.
lWk with instructions for self treatment an.
medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

l

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealer

months nso, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
her and restored
the
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
of Dan forth, Me
Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
Sets stomach, liver anil kidneys
rlyht imrifiott th lilrwwl nn.l pihth
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.

Under

y

two-seate-

cross-examin- e

Mexican

Hlgh-Frequen-

..

above-mentione- d

Guaranteed hy all druggists.

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

the arrangements that the
government have made with
the Mexican Central Railroad comI
heiv is. i: is stated, a good de- pany that a certain percentage of the
mand for machinists, not only at Chi- employes shall be Mexicans, it Is exhuahua, but aUo at other shops along pected that a larga additional number
the .Mexican Central road. It. is un- of them will bo employed tho coming
derstood that special inducements In year. The number to bo employed act.ie way of higher wages will be paid cording to the contract made Is to be
to first class mcu with clean records, gradually increased as
the Mexicans
who agree to stay with tile Job a cer- from year to year acquire
more
tain specified time.
knowledge of railroad work.
Torments of Tetter and Eczema AlA Badly Burned Girl
layed.
or boy, man or woman, is quickly
The intense itching characteristic out of pain if Hucklen's Arnica Salve
of eczema, tetter and like skin dis- Is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of
eases is instantly allayed by applying Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it in
Chamberlain's Salve, and many se- niy family for cuts, sores ami all
vere cases have been permanently skin Injuries, and find it perfect."
cured by its use. For sjle bv all Quikest pile cure known. Best healdruggists.
ing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

ir

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

WANTED.
PER80NAL PROPERTY LOANS.
At once, a Jady teacher,
WANTKI
unemployed, living in city. Address
T Citizen office.
VaNTKI t'leiin cotton rags. Sell-er- s On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Printing Co., 212 West Gold av- Wagons and other
Chattels; also on
enue.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REI'lain sewing; well done; CEIPTS, as low as f 10 and a high as
VANTKI
prices reasonable, fall 207H West $200. Loans are quickly made and
(lold svetine, second floor, room 1. strictly prlrate. Time:
One month
Hell) rurtiishea and en? to one year given. Goods remain in
WANTED
ploymo.nt of nil kinds
secured your possession. Our rates are reason- promptly. Call on, write or phone auie. can ana see us Derore borrowColonics Employment agency. 109 ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-ban- d

MURDER CHARGED AGAINST
A MAN IN GLOBE JAIL
Iemetrio Diaz, wanted for tne murder of a young Mexican at the Nugget mine mar Globe, Arizona,
last
A Young Mother at 70.
January, is in jail, having been ar"My mother
has suddenly been
rested while at work at the O. 1).
smelter. After the crime Diaz escaped made young at 70. Twenty years of
to Mexico and returned, thinking that Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
his crime had been forgotten.
entirely
her, until six
disabled
We nnvr Oce Hundred
Reward
for any case of Catarrh nulla
that cannot be
,lirtJ1v,i Ha"" Catarrh Cure. K. J.
to- - Toledo, Ohio.
We. the undersigned, have known F.
J.
heney for the Inst 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transaction and financially able
to carry nat any obligations made by his
mm.
Wilding, Kinnan & Marvin,
i niruu,
,
i
HI a t atarrh Cure"nn1"!".
ia
lnternallv,
directly uHin thetaken
blood and
surfaces of the system. Testimonial
,ree. frice fie. per bottle. Sold by
all I 'ruviilMtH.
Family Pills for constlpa
ll.'m'1"'
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LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j
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I

d

S. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE

KILLthe COUCH

FREIGHT WAGONS

the

Dr. King'
Now Discovery

m

"

GROCER

00000OX

C.
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BALDR1DGE
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one-thir-

y

l
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Rico Hotel and Bar

..

Thos. p. Keleher
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THE KIND OF A 5c AND 10c STORE YOU HAVE BEEN WANTING

OPENING OF THE
Thursday Morning, Nov.

l,at 9:30, Opposite Postoffice on Second St.

Freight cuts no figure with

us--valu-

,ADER

N! EW

Nothing in Store Over 15c

never heard of in Albuquerque

es

ORDER that you find out'wtare'the new store is opposite the postoffice we are going to have an opening sale that you will remember. We have been planning for the
IN last six months to open a store of this kind. In our present store on Railroad Avenue we had not the room to put in a line of goods of this kind, and in order to accommodate the trade who live on the Highlands, and the south part of the city, we will carry a complete line of Crockery, China, Tin and Enameled - Ware, Notions, Glassware,
Etc.. Etc., and nothing in the store will be over 1 5 cents. We are not going to move from Railroad Avenue, but will continue to give you the same big bargains there as ever.
READ EVERY LINE OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT, and remember the location of the new store opposite the postoffice.

(T

Opening Sale Thursday at 9:30
a. m., of Five Cent Goods

5c
Postoft ice

Opposite the

0

Opening Sale Thursday at
(Q 9:30 of Ten Cent Goods

Opposite the Postoffice

12)
TOWELS, SEVERAL KINDS
LACES

AND RIBBONS,

:

YARD

r

5
5

EMBROIDERED AND HEMSTITCHED HANDKERCHIEFS. MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S
5
THREE CAKES OF SOAP IN A BOX FOR
5
MEN'S SOCKS, PAIR
5
ONE DOZEN LEAD PENCILS FOR
5
5
PEARL BUTTONS, ALL SIZES, DOZEN
HINGES OF ALL KINDS, BOLTS, PADLOCKS, HOOKS, HAMMERS,
5
AND HUNDREDS OF HARDWARE ARTICLES, CHOICE AT
GLASSWARE OF ALL KINDS, THIN BLOWN TABLE TUMBLERS,
PICKLE DISHES, PLAIN GLASS CREAM PITCHERS,
SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, CHINA TOOTHPICK
HOLDERS; CHILDREN'S CHINA MUGS, SMALL SIZE VEGETABLE DISHES, TWO ORDINARY TABLE TUMBLERS, CHOICE. ...5c
MILK
ALL KINDS OF TINWARE, PUDDING PANS IN ALL SIZES,
XT
BREAD
PANS,
PANS, ALL SIZES. THREE PIE PANS, CAKE
PANS, POT COVERS, ALL SIZES. SHOVELS AND MANY OTHER
.

lib

4.

SLIGHT-L-

5

BOX FOR

(Knar

I

T3

TABLETS, INK OR PENCIL TABLETS, HUNDREDS TO SELECT
f
FROM, CHOICE
EMBROIDERY
MIRRORS,
AS
SUCH
KINDS,
OF
ALL
'OTIONS
HOOPS, CROCHET COTTON, ALL COLORS, INVISIBLE HOOKS
A.'D EYES, DARNING COTTON, AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER
NOTIONS AT ABOUT HALF REGULAR PRICES
5
TIN DISH PANS, OR
MILK BUCKETS.
DUP,NG THE OPENING SALE, FOR
jje
TEN-QUAR-

TEN-QUAR- T

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

TIN DISH PANS
JEWELRY, NECKLACES, HAT PINS, ETC
HARDWARE OF ALL KINDS, SUCH AS NICKEL-PLATEFOURTEEN-QUAR-

TEN-QUAR-

5V

ARTICLES, FOR

w-1- 0

T

10
FULL-SIZ-

E

HAMMERS. HINGES, BRASS CURTAIN RODS, CHOICE
10
GRANITE COFFEE POTS
10
WHITE LINED AND BLUE ENAMELED WASH BASINS
.IOC
CHINA MATCH BOXES. IMPORTED VASES, FIGURES, CUPS AND
SAUCERS, SALAD BOWLS, ETC
10
GALVANIZED BUCKETS
10
.
JARDINIERES, ASSORTED STYLES, GOOD SIZE..'.
10
ROASTING OR BREAD PANS, HEAVY SHEET IRON, ALL SIZES... 10
BUTCHER KNIVES, GOOD STEEL
10
WASH TUBS, GALVANIZED IRON, MEDIUM 8IZE, ONE TO A CUSTOMER, BEST GOODS
10
INFANTS' KNIT BOOTEES
:
10
LUNCH BOXES, DIFFERENT SIZES
10
LADIES'. FINE EMBROIDERED COLLARS
10
LINEN CRASH, YARD
10

SPOON-HOLDER-

COFFEE POTS,
ABOUT FIFTY ENAMELED THREE-QUARDAMAGED IN SHIPPING, BUT WORTH AT LEAST 35 CENTS
AS THEY ARE. FOR ....S.
A
BOX PAPER, 24 SHEETS OF PAPER AND 24 ENVELOPES IN

10

TURKISH BATH TOWELS, FULL BLEACHED
LINEN AND HUCK TOWELS
POCKETBOOKS AND PURSES
MEN'S NECKWEAR, HOSIERY AND SUSPENDERS
SILK RIBBONS, ALL COLORS
FINE STATIONERY, BOX PAPER, ETC
FINE CHINA CREAM PITCHERS
FINE CHINA SHAVING MUGS . . .

TOYS,

DOLLS

AND GAMES

TIN WARE OF ALL KINDS

1Q

10
10
10

mmi
iiiiiii

OPENING SALE OF FIFTEEN CENT GOODS

--

15

MEN'S AND BOYS' CAPS AND
MEN S 50c NECKWEAR

15

--

)(.

MENS FINE SUSPENDERS, PAIR
DOTTED SIK VEILINGS, YARD
SILK RIBBONS, NO. 80 AND NO. 60, ALL COLORS, YARD

ijjc

17

15
15

f.

'"

KNIT

3k

9

17" "of

CHOICE
15
WOMEN'S KNIT FASCINATORS, ALL COLORS
15
FINE CHINA IMPORTED SUGAR BOWLS, CUPS AND SAUCERS.
CREAM PITCHERS, BERRY BOWLS, CAKE PLATES, SEVEN-PIECBERRY SETS AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER PIECES OF
E

15

(i

if

15

-

GLASSWARE

15

15
15

HUNDREDS OP BEAUTIFUL PICTURES WORTH UP TO ,60c, AT
LADIES' GOLD, SILVER, BLACK SILK AND PLAID SILK BELTS
15
WASH BOARDS, FULL SIZE, ZINC SURFACE.
PANCAKE GRIDDLES, COLD ROLLED STEEL, WORTH 40c
15
KNIFE AND FORK TRAYS, WINDOW SHADES, BOOKS BY BEST
AUTHORS, HUNDREDS OF FINE HAIR COMBS, FANCY SIDE
COMBS AND BACK COMBS, CHOICE
.
OF ALL KINDS, FULL FIRE POLISHED,
PATTERNS, CHOICE

j5(,

iiiiil

-

FINE CHINA FOR
LARGE SIZE FINE IMPORTED BISQUE FIGURES

SILK NECK RUCHINGS, YARD
CHILDREN'S CAPS, ALL COLORS
15
SHOPPING BAGS, BLACK LEATHER, NOT SOILED OR SHOP WORN.
BUT NEW, SEASONABLE GOODS
J
LAUNDRY BAGS, STAMPED DRESSER SCARFS, WOMEN'S WHITE

APRONS, WOMEN'S
GINGHAM
APRONS,
INFANTS'
SKIRTS, CHOICE
CASTORIA BOTTLE
MEN N EN'S BORATED OR VIOLET TALCUM POWDER

lit

JEWELRY OF ALL KINDS, BROOCHES, NECKLACES, WATCH FOBS,
PRETTY BUCKLES. WATCH
SPECTACLES, ETC..
CHAINS,

15w

HATS

irW

!!'!(!!!!!!
fitUHi

5c

Opposite the Postoffice, on South Second St.

100

w
if

OF ALL KINDS
GLASSWARE OF ALL KINDS
SOAP, THREE CAKES IN A BOX, GOOD QUALITY, PER BOX
AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER ARTICLES IN KITCHEN UTENSILS,
CHINA, GYASSWARE. NOTIONS, EAC, WHICH CAN ONLY BE SEEN TO
.
BE APPRECIATED.

35 PAIR LACE CURTAINS, EACH
50 BOYS' SHIRT WAISTS, ALL SIZES
50 BOYS' FELT HArs

Mr

10

'.

NOTIONS

T

'

T

ii

15c

if

15
BEAUTIFUL

j5k

t:- -

Amdl ThoosaEnds
REMEMBER

THE PLACE

i Ht,

of

tlhier

Articles That We Cannot

LLAULK--1ME-

W

5c-19- c

MennUiozn

STOKE

Heire
Opposite the Postoffice

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE FOUR.

lint (he reduction in tho rate for county purponcs was
made against a constantly docreafllna annexed valua- lon. That decrease In the county tax rate stands out
In hold contrast with the trcnicndoiiM Increase In the tax
rate for county purposes In tho two years past, and
hat, too, regardless of the tremendous Increase In as
sessed valuations, due to the efficiency of the republican assessor.
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IMiblUhed Dally and Weekly.

By
W.

Ihe Citizen Publishing Company
TRICKIER,
President.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
BuslneM Manager.
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RIGHT-MINDE-

D

AND FAIR

There are but two tickets before the people of this
wintry. One U the republican ticket, regularly nominated by the party In a regularly called convention for
that purpose. Nothing else claims to be republican. The
candidates,
other ticket Is an aggregation of
claiming no party, having no party name, no party organization. Yet Messrs. Grunsfeld and Springer, shouting reform, appoint all the Judges of election from the
partisans of the last named ticket, and refuse any representation whatever to the republican purty or its
man in
ticket. The CKlten appeals to every
the county, if this action Is not totally wrong wrongr,
without mitigation of necessity or propriety? Kemein-bereader, that Grunsfeld and Springer are In control
of county affairs. That they desire to remain in con- .
trol. That Springer Is a candidate on the mongrel tick-ftThat Springer's election alone will perpetuate that
ttanlrol, while the republicans must elect two county
commission candidates In order to lelieve the county of
the spurious reform movement, which Is piling, up our
taxes hand over fist, so that this year they exceed by
more than $41,000 what they were two years ago undet
republican rule. Remember these things,
reader and interested taxpayer, and not only ask yourself if the refusal to give representation to the republican party on the election boards is not an outrageous
wrong, but also ask yourself: If Grunsfeld and Springer
were actuated by a desire to defeat the will of the people
at the polls and perpetuate their possession of power,
would they not have pursued the very same course of
action they have pusued in this matter? Wouldn't they
have appointed only their own election boards and have
refused representation to those opposing them?

..

self-chos-
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NEW
NEW AUNT
CAKE FLOUR
NEW MAPLE SUGAR
NEW MAPLE
NEW
NEW ALMONDS
NEW DATES
NEW FIGS

HAVE

WE

THE

PAN-

LARGEST

GOOD
TO
TO
EAT
BE
THINGS
FOUND IN THE CITY. IF YOU
GOOD THINGS AT
WANT
CORRECT
PRICES TRADE
WITH US.

I

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

GOODS.
TRY OUR BAKERY
THE QUALITY IS THE BEST.
EVERY ARTICLE WE SELL IS
GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION OR YOUR MONEY
BACK.

about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it. A
dollar or two a week and
its done.

X)XX0XK0OOXXXX0O0O0XX0O0
X

ASKS HARD QUESTIONS

8

CK300000XX00XXCK

."The man who substitutes villiflcation for honest
criticism, the man who tries to breed bitterness of feel
ing by distortion of facts, the man who is not content
with the evil that exists, bad as it is, but wants to make
H worse, in the Interest of a selfish ambition, that man
Is the greatest enemy of our prosperity.
If Mr. Hughes had lived in Albuquerque all his life
and had read every Issue of the morning paper in Its
varied and flopping existence, he could not have delin
eated the morning muck maker more true to life than he
did In the foregoing extract from his Niagara Falls
speech. Do you wonder, reader, how he could do it?
The answer is tasy enough. Hughes was delineating
Hearst, end a a the morning excuse is an humble imitator f Hearst In his warfare on republicanism and republicans, when Hughes turned the limelight of criticism and exposure on Hearst the light naturally fell on
follower.
his hippity-ho- p

to explain the increased
amount demanded of the taxpayers of Bernalillo county
for tho year 1906. It appears to me, as a republican
called upon to desert my party, that I am entitled to
some explanation, if there is any explanation possible.
lA't us not forget the figures:
In 1904. while the
regular republicans controlled the administration of the
county affairs, there was demanded of the taxpayers, for
county purposes, a total of $64,857.99, .and out of this
sum interest was paid, county general fund maintained,
prisoners fed and the Jail expenses kept up, ulso the
courts.
In lOoti we are asked for $106,027.26 for. the same
purpose, or an Increase of more than $41,000. What is
the increase for if there Is a saving made by the present
administration over that of two years ago?
The Journal, several days ago, presented some fig
ures as to the county tax rate which did not agree with
those given in The Citizen. I have reason to believe
that The Citizen gave the correct figures, as when given
In connection with other matters they were not denied.
The Journal gave the tax rate for county purposes in
1905 as $2.50, when in fact it was only $2.05, a differ
ence of 45 'cents. The tax rate for the different years,
for county purposes only, since 1900, Is worth studying:
County.
Amount.
Year.
Valuation.
Receivable.
Ivy.
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

I9i6

.

When the Socorro Chieftain used the following lan
guage in Its last Saturday issue, It described affairs n
Bernalillo county to a very dot:
"It is impossible to refrain from laughing at the
results of the frantic efforts of the compilers of the dem
ocratic people's ticket to induce reputable citizens to
accept a nomination on their ticket. One was unkind
enough to suggest to his solicitors that they "Go to the
devil," a suggestion wlilch there Is no prospect of their
complying with Just at present.
"If there Is a man In Socorro county who really
thinks that the democratic, people's ticket has one
chance in a hundred to win, his friends should see to it
that he Is provided with a guardian at the earliest pos
Kible moment. His present hallucination is harmless, to
be sure, but when a man Is that far gone he is liable
suddenly to become possessed of some tool notion that
will get blm into trouble."
The morning paper aid that p. A. HubbeM w. in lie- fore the county commissioners and demanded that h.j be
represented on the boards of election Judges. Mr. Hub-bel- l
did not go before the board of county commission- era at all. He was nrt there. W. H. Childers and Nes
s
tor Montoya went before the couuty commissioners
candidates on the republican ticket, to demand that the
republican party be represented on the election boards.
b A. Hubbell sent a communication to the commission
ere, as he was instructed to do by the republican county
central committee, demanding that the republican party
he represented in the appointment of judges of election
This the republican parly through its regular organisation bad a right to demand. Way could not the morning paper tell the truth ulsmt so simple a matter and
one so easy of substatiation?
For the same reason, (b ar
reader, that the morning paper lias nm
able to tell
the truth about auythiug or any person in this whole
campaign, and that reason is that truth and the bogus
"reform" movement it. is advocating for purely seltisli
motives are absolutely Incompatible.
in the selection of their candidates for the legislature the voters of llernallllo county should consider the
interests of the county, and not the Interests of any
g
scheming democrat or any disappointed,
republican. It is admitted that the legislature will be
republican, and '.t the voters of llernallllo county want
the interests of the university, the hospitals of the city,
and the many other Interests properly cared for and
protected, they thould vote for the republican candidates for tho legislature. Hon. W. 11. Childers will be
in accord with the other representatives of li Is party in
the legislature, and will be able to secure all that Is
coming to Bernalillo county. The same can be said of
Messrs. Kaseman and Ortiz for the house, and the
republican Is going to vote for them, in the interests of his county.
office-seekin-

le

The republican party of Bernalillo comity can afford to s.tand upon its record of tax reduction between
the years 1900 and 1904, and it is all the more creditable

$3,839,778
.1.893,585

889,585
3,163,880
3.306,124
3,700.649
2

$2.40
2.25
2.04
2.05
2.90

$

92.192.lfi
87,619.10
58.320.65
64,857.99
95.942.90
106,027.26

The years 1905 and 1906 are not republican years,
as the present board has had control during and since
the year 1905. They allege It to be a reform board, and
liciuttpt ii ib, out mui uas not yei ueen hiuin u,
Vrom the above figures, and they are official, it appears that t lie regular republicans, accused of being the
"Hulibells," actually reduced both the valuation and the
lax rate, bringing the tax rate down from $2.42 In 1900
to $2.05 in 1904. During those years the total tax rate
for all purposes, territorial, county and city, steadily increased, but the county tux rate actually decreased. It
was reduced thirty. seven cents In that time.
During those years the city tax rate increased from
$1.91 to $2.50. and Frank Hubbell has not been charged
with the responsibility of forcing that up. The territorial tux rate' went from $1.40 in 1900 to $1.51 in 1903, and
In 1904, the last year of the regular republican administration, or of the Hubbells, if you insist upon it, the
41 0
ta rafi for territorial Tinrmiaeu
In 1(tli; with
a "reform" administration, and $loo,oo) Increased valu
ation, the tax rate has been decreased but four mills.
That Ihe tax rate for this year is higher than necessary
is shown by the fact that some $il,ooo is demanded
over the total asked by the last republican administration. It is the amount expended that tells the tale.
I'll., itenw in til.,
C... Kill": un.l lUilT. wllllA
tor I'ei'iliiiLT nrisoners. I
l...n i.il.l that the
irescnt sheriff, i'erfecto Armijo. has saved the county
..., ...... ...... It.. !... It. ell
t
It.
CI lulu
vnni. !in ..vA.tu.tvn
w,
nun r
nan " jt.ni
here. H tliat Is the case, why was it necessary to call
( ill the laxtinvei-for tit 000 fin- f....,liii-- iiriuiiiierK this
year. wlu-i- the most the democrats have ever claimed
was p;iid to Tom Hubbell was something liko $5,000 for
'hat puiNise?
It is a fact that many taxpayers find their assessments much larger this year than ever before. When
protest was made they were told that it came about because of the equalization of taxes; that heretofore some
bad not paid as much in proportion as others, but. that
on the whole there was a reduction. This I find to be
untrue, as the figures show more money demanded or
the taxpayi rs than ever before. This is what I can not
understand. If there is a saving in county expenses by
having iIih n publicans out, and these alleged reformers
lu. why do tliey
maud so much more money? Why do
the reformers want $11,000 for feeding prisoners, over
and aliow an imieaseil general fund, when under the
plain republican administration the prisoners were fed
out of tin- general fund? It is worthy of note that the
general fund under the republicans was not as large as
it is under the reformers. As the taxpayers put tip this
money, i hey have a right to know alsiut It.
Wtiiit will ihe average republican taxpayer gain by
deserting his Uis party mid voting for a forty-odthousand dollars increase In the amount of tax money he Is io
assist In paying?
Have tl
reformers'' reformed anything aside from
their own financial conditions by holding office?
All lln.te ihings ut least one republican would like
to have made clear Io him M fore he deserts his party.
HKAVJf TAXPAYER.
-I

1

-
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THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERAL ACCOUNTS,
TRY IT.

Jaffa Grocery Co.

To The Evening Citlaen:
I have seen no attempt

Falls:

ou Know

loY

The tax rate should be lowered, and it was being
lowered by the regular republicans up to 1904. Since
that date the reformers have increased the rate 81 cents
on the dollar. How much will It be next year?

Chas. ,R Hughes, republican candidate for governor
in New York, said yesterday In his speech at Niagara

H
O

ASSORTMENT OF

It must be borne in mind that the alleged reformers
huve increased the tax rate from $2.05 to $2.86, and at
the same time the assessed valuation has increased
$400,000. That is reform the wrong way, and the voter
will do well to carefully consider the matter before following. the men responsible for the increasing tax rate.

HOW IT HAPPENED

HATS

1

consulted. The fusion ticket was nominated by discred
ited delegates to a convention called for the purpose of
selecting delegates to a territorial convenlon, and no
man participating in the nomination of that ticket was
delegated any such powers by anybody. They Just forced
the nominations by snap judgment.

HEAVY TAX PAYER

BOY'S

o
o
o
o
Young Men's Overcoats $ 0 to $20
o
"Good Things to Eat" I
o
Young Men s Suits - 10 to 20
2
o
Children's, Overcoats $5.00 to $10
o
o
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
o
o
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
o
o
Men's and Boy's Hats and
o
Q
Caps
. 25c to $6.00
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
o
JEMIMA'S
o
o
o
UNDERWEAR--$1.0- 0
to $8.00 per Suit o
o
SYRUP
o
WALNUTS
o
o
o
O
H
S
o
US
o
XtEASQOjJ
Ncttleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00. Forbiuh $3.50 to $4.00 o
o
o
o
o
o BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CARS o
o
OOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOQ

.

.1

1
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H.,'5 Underwear

o
o
o

Grocery Comp'y.

I --

that two or three democrats en
gineered the deal resulting in. the discarding of Dr.
Chamberlain and the placing of Marron's man on the
fusion ticket, and that the democrats were not

d

SAME CONDITION HERE

-

It is well known

Why did the republican party of Bernalillo county
have to demand representation on the election boards?
Why are
Why were they refused such representation?
the boards composed exclusively of the partisans of the
peoples ticket? A thing that represents no
party, was never nominated by a convention of uny
party, has no organization authorized by any party or
by any mass meeting of the people. Why were all the
judges of election selected from the partisans of this
nondescript thing, and the great republican party in
majority in the nation, in the territory and in thla county was refused representation when that representation
was officially demanded?
Mr. Grunsfeld's answer is that he intends the coming election Shall be an honest one. Does Mr. Grunsfeld
mean to say that there is not an honest republican In
this county who Is standing by his party and is support-in- s
his party's nominations? Does he mean to say that
nis selected judges of election are so weak that one lone
true republican in each board would endanger an honest election? Tet both of these things are practically
what Mr. Grunsfeld says by his action provided always,
of course, that Mr. Grunsfeld was honest himself when
he said he Intended to have an honest election.
It will be well for the people of Bernalillo county
io remember in all the future, the estimate Mr. Gruns- Teld has placed" on his mongrel following people too
weak In morals or in mind to hold their own and see that
the election Is "honest," In the presence of one true republican in each board. Also that there cannot be found
enough honest republicans, among the thousands remaining true to their party, to put one into each of the
precinct election boards.
,

.
.

A republican assessor equalized the assessments
and increased the assessed valuation of the county by
$400,000, without working an injustice to any property
holder. A reform (?) county administration increased
the tax rate and forced the taxpayers of the county to
pay into the county treasury some $41,000 in excess of
the sum demanded of them by the republicans. Much
more of the same kind of reform will break every taxpayer In the county.

TWO SOLID CONCLUSIONS

,

THE JAFFA

It appears from the records that these alleged re
formers are worse than is indicated by the first glance
at the tax record. It appears that the $6,000 alleged to
have bce.n paid to Tom Hubbell for feeding prisoners
was paid out of the funds collected from the 1905 as
sessment, and that the entire $11,000 of fund feeding
prisoners, to be derived from the assessment of 1906,
will be available for Ferfecto; and there still remains to
I
accounted for some $3,000 from the 1905 assessment.
Great Is reform for the reformers.

fair-mind- ed
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CITIZEN.
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crowd is getting scared, anyhow. They don't talk about
only 6 per cent or 2 per cent of the v:ite of Arizona.
They got It up to 25 per cent and then to 40, and then
they stopped. They didn't dare to go any further. But,
by the scores and hundreds coming over
there are people
. , ,.
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.. ..
t .
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yet until election. A long pull, a strong pull, and a pull
all together, will do wonders In thnt time. Reason why:
All the facts and reasons are In favor of statehood, and
not a single valid argument against It. Look 'er up and
..

EVENING

"Good Things to Eat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY

;"

j

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

House Furnishe s

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

House Furnishers

MOST ANYTHING
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

And to think of a $9,000,000 steal
In Pennsylvania, and poor Quay not

THE BEST IN TOWN

NEW YORK STOCKS.

in on It.

3"

Following quotations received by
England has a $75,000,000 soap l J. Graf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
trust. England Is about to be cleaned Correspondents for l.ogan & Bryan,
both ways.
132Vfe
Per Gallon American Sugar
K9Vi
Amalgamated Copper
The bride, bridegroom, briilesniuid American Locomotive
Special Price on Large Orders
74
and 'minister at an Augusta, Ga., wed American Smelters
lo2
Delivered to any part of the city
ding were deaf mutes. A quiet wed- American Car Foundry
43
ding at last.
2(18
Anaconda
11 8 U
Baltimore & Ohio
A member of th'e English house of
77
Brooklyn Rapid Transla
Phone Colo. Red 92.
nas
a:
imbecile Colorado Fuel & Iron
lords
been declared
7,0
Now
but he retains his seat.
there's Chicago Great Western com
17Vi
the United States senate but, pshaw J Erie common
43 Mi
142'
Louisville & Nashville
"had
actually
nerve
'Clarence
the
23
Central
to kiss Ethel last night. I saw .im." Mexican
!i3'8
Missouri Pacific
at the
"Against her will?"
74
National Lead
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
"No, agalnBt the wall In the
New York Central
l'Jti'k
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
45
Ontario & Western
A choice line of Imported Goods DBEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
141
Pennsylvania
irect from Italy.
"I suppose Plunger Is known as
PER TON
,
$6.50
138
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
the Napoleon of finance iu this part Reading common
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
27V6
common
Rock
Inland
Remember, we handle the beat
of the country."
$6.50
PER TON
i)0
meats and a full line of choice
"Not yet. But wait until ho makes Southern Pacific
170
St.
Paul
"
an assignment.
Southern Kaiyway common .... 33
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
180
"You told nie her father was in Union Pacific
United States Steel common.... 46
the real esialu business."
United States Steel preferred ... 10(j
"So he is."
25
"Why, he's one of the city white Greene Cons
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
Copptr Range
wings."
"
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
We keep the quality of our bund
114 Vi
North Butte
"Well?"
37
"Till, tut now,"' said Smlthers. "You Hutie Coalition
to the highest. This is possible
up
(11 14
niustn' complain that way. Remem- Old Dominion
by using
ber that, I huve to foot the bills."
"Yes, you foot 'em," retorted Mrs.
Kansas City Livestock.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
The Best Flour,
Sniiihcrs. "You kick at every single
Kansas City. Mo, Oct. 31. Cattle
one."
receipts 12,(100 including 1.200 southThe Best Labor,
erns. Market steady. Native steers,
Some Mighty Fine Wrltin'
The Best Methods,
southern steers $2.75
oh! How sad It makes me feel to $4.11(11(1.25;
nacows
4.75;
$2.00(3.25;
southern
have to give up one of my playmates
not only in mixing and baking, but
$2.00444.75;
Miss Valenlii Trent who loft for tive cows and heifers
$2.10(T(3.r.O; calves
$2.75W6.50;
bulls
also in taking care of and selling
Mammon, Okla. She was my assiststeers $3.50iti 3.25; western
ant In getting up news for the Times, western
the
bread. If you want the best
(Ti
3.5(1.
also my desk mate and how I will cows $2.20
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
Sheep receipts li.i.ioil, strong. Mutmiss her, but we ure separated now by
many miles perhaps never to meet tons $!.50i5.5u; lambs $5.75 7.00:
range wet tiers $ I "(f; Ii .(((); H ue ewes
PIONEER BAKERY,
aain in this life, but liope to hear $i.0Hffi5.23.
MOT 0OUTH riRUT BTRCCT.
from her through the Times quite often. She is a good,
t'hris
Grain and Produce.
'ian Kill, loved by all who know her
Chicago, Oct. 31. Closing quota- Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
anil will be greatly missed in our Sunday school, hut we all hope some day tions:
Automatic - tB
to see her in sunny Tennessee, w here
Wheat Dec. 74'c: May
Colorado. Oik 399
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
Corn Dec. 43(i '4c; May 44Hc.
the pure, clear water Hows from the
Cornar Fifth and Railroad Avanua
green hillsides and the flowers that
Oats Doc. 33'io; May 35c.
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
bloom so fresa. Mitchburg corresi'ork Jan. $13.85; May $13.0.
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.
pondent, Hancock (Tenn.) Times.
Lard Oct. $!i.35; Jan. $8.42.
O. D.
C.
Ribs (VI. $S.5U; Jan. $7.47 1. T 5.

$.50

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

JUST RECKIVED

COAL

WOOD

John

S.

We Keep It Up

Beaven

B. K. ADAMS

kind-hearte-

Dk...,

"Sc

H. CARNES,

PROSPEROUS

AI

TIES
SILVER

CITY

cashier of the Silver
t'iiy National bank and one of the
prominent citizens of Grant county,
arrived yesterday morning to meet
Mrs. lxiwe, who reached
here last
evening on train No. 1. Mr. I.owe
t
"ays hat after many ups and downs
Silver City is now enjoying a period
of great prosperity.
Many new business and residence buildings are going up, ami the black smoke of the
smelter by day and the red glow cf
hot slag as It is dumped at night tell
of great activity in mining in ihe
l.
Mr. and Mrs. J .owe left for
home on the early southbound train
lat night.
T.

Iaiwi',

I..

evening at

o'cloc k.
rt Ask for JAFFhS KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

I
1

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

tile paper, 6fjli'4 per cent; silver
70 Vie; money on call strong and high8 '4 per oeut.
er,
Metal Market.
New York. Oct. 31. Copper quiet ;
unchanged.

Bottled

In

Bond.

5'-i$-

St.

Louis,

steady,

Spelter.
ilo., Oct.

31.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Speller

Thursday
KREA!

KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW
SEE

EYES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

CORRECT

$(i.2o.

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Oct. 31. Wool steady;
unchanged.

of I'., will

THE CELHBRATED

Money Market.
New York, Oct. 31. Prime mercan-

dis-trie-

Anoiu Council No. 1, f
bold a regular
meeting

Scientific Optician

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 31. Cattle receipts
18.000. Market strong to 10 cents high
er. Beeves $4.(1(17.25: cows and
heifers $4.tiOW5.20; Mockers and feeders $2.40 4.5(1; Tcnans $3.75fi 4.30;
westerns $3.'.l05t 6.10, calves $ti.U0(fr
7.75;
sheep 25.000. Sheep $3.50W
0 tiO: lambs $4.75t7.75.

114

M,

Sole Agents.

HAIR WORK.

Albuquerque,

8

CLASS.

Mm. UmhcrforA,

at home

MELINI & EAKIN

to anyone

wanting hair work done, every Wednesday, at 517 South Broadway.

rt. M.

Automatic Phone,

199.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

'ALBUQUERQUE

31, 1906.

F 1ST RENDERED

HMD

There wa delivered last night upon
ho opera house stage, the greatest
of righteousness
lilen for the
that ever Bprang from an uninspired
t

cise

man the adaptation of Goethe's Immortal "Faust" to the equally lmmorti-a- l
opera of Gounod. There has probably n'ver existed a sane, rinnest man
living In a country the laws of which
are baaed upon the law of God, who
In hii Innermost conscience, does not
admit the evils that follow In the way
of the devil. We carelessly concede
the fart', but. when we bc the flesh
and blood enactment, as we did last
night, the truth Is driven home with
awful conviction.
"Kaiist," wlio for youth and pleasure and wealth, entered Into a compact with the devil, literally Bold himself, spreads devastation and death
all along his path, and in the end,
when his sorrows return upon himself, is forsaken by the devil who led
hfm on. No one could witness the
scene at the chapel doon without a
of the inward
vivid understanding
smuggle, the visible enactment
of
which took place upon Ihe stage,
endeavoring to do what her
better part counseled, and the devil
opposing.
The finest piece of acting, undoubtedly, was tfce scene at the chapel door.
In the presence of such work a difference of language Is a matter of
small moment. Another very impres-siv- e
gceae took place in the first act,
where Mephisto laughs at the steel
of his enemies, but shrinks and cow-er- g
before the presented crosses upon
their Bword hilts.
Of course, I,ambardl. playing the
part of Mephisto, was the central figure of the evening, and completely
captivated the audience, not only by
his magnificent voice, but by his perfect stage deportment. His solo in the
first act seemed to meet with greatest
favor. Sna. Nuner, as Margurite, sang
with a voice of silvery bell-likquality. As was appropriate to her part,
sang
she
with very little animation
or energy. One of her most effective
numbers was her monotone in the
prison scene. Sna. Mlllon, as Siebel,
Salvantschl, as Faust, and Verradelli,
as Wagner, the brother of Margurlt.
all did well, but in the presence of
greater lights failed to distinguish
themselves.
The attendance at the performances
of "II Trovatore" and "Faust" were
entirely satisfactory to both Manager
Matson of the Elks' opera house, and
Mr. Lambardl. and the attendance, as
a comparison to that accorded the
opera company at El Paso, sneaks
very well for Albuquerque, when play- ing cign ciass attractions.
Mar-guri-

te

e

DOING
FOOT

BALL

The calendar doesn't hold much for
the Albuquerque foot ball enthusiasts
One fiume Is about all that can be
counted on, and this Is a little battle
to he fought out on the local gridiron
on Thanksgiving between the Varsity
and the Agricultural & Mechanic Far.
mers. So tar the Albuquerque Athletic
association has been unable to secure
a game. The El Paso city team U
not game this year and Judging from
the fact that the Farmers were able
to beat them, they are probably wise
not to accept a game with the locals.
The Varsity team is too light to go
against the city eleven and unless the
barmers ran be Induced to irlve hath
tie, it looks as though the calendar
would be a blank throughout the season. Challenges for the city team
should any one caie to make one.
should be directed to Frank J. Hous
ton.

WHO

.

IT

rt

IT

o

TAKES UP MAS

THREATENED

WOMAN

Constable F. F. Garcia answered a
hurry call in Dog Town last night at
the instance of some native women
there who declared Cicllio Chaves was
drunk and threatened
them bodily
harm. The constable took Chaves to
the city jail and this morning Judge
trawrord gave nim ten davs or ton
ilollarH. Chaves said he could get ihe
money.
INDEPENDENT TAXPAYERS'
CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF
Having been solicited hv manv
friends to come out as a candidate for
siienir or uernalillo county, I hereby
acknowledge myself as an' independent taxpayers' candidate for that office for this county.
FItANClSCO SBDIUX).
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

Geo. Neher
says that

Mitchner's

Lights....

YOU
better try them

The Mitchner Co.
212 South Second Street

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

democrats, should be present, and hear the republican side of the present
campaign. Ladies are especially and cordially invited to attend.
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thought reasonable, resulted in the
building of a line from their connec- NEW
tion on the El Taso & Southwestern
to the Dawson coal fields Irt northern

DOUGLAS IS DIS-

New Mexico.

CUSSED BY
BRYAN

-

well.

"Its a Place Where People Do
Things and Get Rich."
He Says.
Attorney R. W. D. Bryan, Albuquerque's representative at the recent International convention of the Y. M. C.
A. at Douglas, talked Interestingly of
the Arizona city yesterday afternoon
to a reporter for The Evening Citizen.
Mr. Bryan, who returned Sunday, was
visited here yesterday by the three international secretaries, F. S. Goodman, New York; Bruno Hobbs, Denver, and J. D. McDill, Chicago. Mr.
McDUl is the International railroad
secretary and his work Is therefore
confined almost exclusively among
railroad employes.
The gentlemen
went east on No. 2 yesterday after
spending several hours here.
"We had a great time at Douglas,"
said Mr. Bryan, taking up the matter
of his visit to the young Arizona
city, which he added, confidently expects to double Its population of 6,000
people within the next five years.
"They took all the Y. M. C. A. visitors abouti the town and showed us
everything.
They are an optimistic
lot down In Douglas," he went on.
"The city is on a boom, one of the
biggest ones in It's history and It has
been soaring ever since the smelters
were placed there.
"Douglas Is built right out on a
mesa and Uie city Is so young it has
no trees but this don't bother them
any over in Douglas. They went to
work mid planted trees. The people
are too busy to watch them grow but
they are thriving all right and some
day Douglas will have as prettily
shaded parks and streets as any city
in the southwest.
City Owes $75,000.
"Douglas only owes $75,000. This
is bonded indebtedness:. They needed
the money to build a sewer system
and having all the other modern facilities and conveniences such as
electric lights, wattrworKs, macadamized st reels, electric street railway
and gas, when the sewer system is
completed, they feel they will about
have it all.
"There are pretty homes, in Douglas
ind nio.st of the houses are lntxtern.
The city boasts of good hotels, churches, a public library, banks, a Y. M. C.
A. building and other structures that
are art ornament to the town. "
"The two big tmelterg of course
keep up the place and I want to gay
right here that it Is certainly well
kept.
"The Kin Iters down there make
$:;.'i,(iqa a day. Just figure it out yourself. They put out an average of 140
tons of metal bullion per day.
"Tlie bullion, which is 90 per cent
pure, contains mostly copper but
there are distinct traces of gold and
silver. The cost of mining, Bmeltlng,
transporting and refining the metal
is considerable but the company manages to clear 12 cents a pound net on
e very pound
produced. And the best
part of It is they had enough ore
Mocked out to run the smelters for
twenty-fivyears before thev ever
built them.
"They could run the mine
and
smelters at a profit when copper was
Milium at 12 cents but now it has
Kone to twenty, "so y011 eti Douglas
is a money making center.
"The famous Copper Qiuen is the
priuciiul mill,, at Douglas and it has
made fortunes for its owners and will
make several more. but. there are
other mine in that part of Arizona
that are paying well. In fact, Douglas
is situated til u rich mining country.
It Is just across the border from the
s;ate of Soiioro In Mexico, you know,
and that Is one of the richest countries in tu, world in mineral wealth.
How They do Things.
"While Douglas is what milit be
called a 'company town' it is in the
hands of one of the best of companies.
They do things down there.
"For instance, the Phelps-Dodg- e
people wanted the Southern Pacific
to grant tln-ncertaiu concessions in
the matter of cheaper freight rates.
The Southern Pacific could not poskI-bl- y
grant the concessions and make
any kind of profit, they were
inform-'d- .
Mf that's the case I
Kuppoao we
will have to build a line of our own,"
was the reply of the company.
"The idea was not taken seriously
by the dominant railroad until
the
Phelps-Dodgpeople begun to get busy
and sprung the Kl Pas.j
Souta-weMedeal.
Phelps-Dodge
"Hut the
railroad ventures did not stop here. They needed
coke for their smelting and failure
in secure the fuel shipments at a
freight rate which
the company
e

rn

"There is lots of money In circulation down there. Wages are High and
living is correspondingly high. Fortunes have been made In a short
time." And Mr. Bryan concluded the
interview by citing several instances.

J.

OLIVER

IS
FROM ASSISTANT AT ALBUQUERQUE TO SUPERINTENDENT
AND GENERAL DISBURSING AGENT AT ZUNI.

The many friends of William J. Oliver, for the past eight years Identified
with the management of the United
States Indian school here will regret
to learn that he leaves Albuquerque
today for permanent activity in another field.
Mr. Oliver first came here to take
up the position of teacher of Industries but bis steadfastness and ability
soon won promotion for hlra and after
one year as teacher he was made chief
clerk. Four years afterward he was
appointed assistant superintendent of
the Albuquerque Institution and now
comes another well deserved advancement in the form of an appointment
as superintendent and general disbursing agent for the Zuni trjbe at Black
Rock, N. M.
Two years after taking up his residence here Mr. Oliver married Miss
Etta Vaughn, daughter of Charles
Vaughn of the Wells Kargo company
and his four children were ull born
here. The departure of the family
will leave a vacancy in the social
circle here, only partly compensated
for by the knowledge of their friends,
that their going means substantial
improvement in Mr. Oliver's material
affairs.

FOR

RUG DEPARTMENT la a revlation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the beet loom.
OUR

ALBERT FABER
....

HALLOWE'EN

OLD STRIPES BEING ABOLISHED
RAPIDLY AND RATHER NATTY
CLOTHING SUBSTITUTED.

Staab Building

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

NIGHTMARE'S TIMELY

THE CONVICTS!

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

la

JA

UNIFORMS

.

"I met several former residents of
Albuquerque in Douglas. C. H. Howe.
formerly In the Jewelry business here,
Is now the leading jeweler of Douglas
and Ed. Clouthler is in charge of the
grocery department of the big Copper
Queen store.
"Henry Maurino, who used to be a.
stone cutter here In Albuquerque, is
down there in business. All the former Albuquerque folk I met- are doing

i

Are the BEST lights that
he ever used

IrGJHBMllTfUJIBlZZ

Hons. W. B. Chiiders, T. N. VX ilkerson and other candidates on the ticket
will speak. Other distinguished speakers from other counties will address
the meeting. All who are interested in the election, whether republicans or

Company.
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Tonight at 7:30 O'clock

At Elks Opera House Last
Night By the Lambardl

IN
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Only In Use Two Months

SUGGESTION

New and

OBJECTS TO GRAVEYARD GROANS
FROM THE NIGHT SWITCH

Perfect Condition

Ranges

Second-han- d

ENGINL,

s

Captain Arthur Trelford, superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary has begun the Introduction of
uniforms in the territorial prison,
with the result that some of the convicts might be mistaken for members
of the mounted police force, from the
standpoint
of clothing;.
The old
"stripes" are to be entirely eliminated
fast,
as
as the clothing is worn out.
The new prison clothing is of a light
bluish gray, in color, substantially
made, and well fitting. It is similar
to that In use In many of the larger
penal Institutions of this country, and
England. The finger print method of
ldeniflcation, which In the United
States Is a comparatively new feature,
will likely be placed in use In the New
Mexico prison In the near future. By
this method an impression of the
palm of each convict Is taken and it
Is said that It is Impossible for a
man, thus recorded, to escape identification if again arrested for any offense.
DIDRON

'

To The Evening Citizen:
Say, suppose we tnktj a

lay-of-

f

in

BORRADAILE

strenuous politics long enough to mob
that switch engine thut perambulates
the Santa Fe yards nightly uttering
Its horribly graveyard groans.
(That noise would indeed "awa.ke the
echoes from their lairs and terrtfy the
grizzly bears."
There are several ways we might
get rid of It; we might march our
candidates down there in a body and
have them "grease" it, we might beguile the engineer and fireman to run
It out on the prairie and blow it up
"with dynamite; we might raise a subscription and buy a new one for the
almost bankrupt Santa Fe company,
we might oh, well, lets get rid of it
tonight Hallowe'en.
NIGHTMARE.

NEW.

TIE

& CO.,

Don't Oliput with a Woman,
Especially. If she tell you to oriew
acli of
EMPRE&S FLOUR.
Mke so exeoM, (if 70a ahouid
get the order), that yon could

'

to

Hod H.

lor erery

ul

sroeel

flrat-cta-

handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill ahraral
find good bread, good Uaoolta; tea
paetry and moat Important ot alt.
sood cheer to greet 70a wfcea 74
come home for your dinner. Try it.
EMPRESS FLOUR la tha Empraee f
1
all othere.

M. BERGER,

CARD

Wholesale Asenf. Albuquerque, N.

GOES ON SUNDAY

lL

tKXtX

STRUCK BY

The new winter time card of the
Santa Fe, which will go into effect
BLUNT INSTRUMENT next Sunday, will have trains arrlv-Ing and departing from the local sta- lion as follows:
'
Depart.
Arrive.
HE DECLARES UNKNOWN
MAN
No. 1
8:20 pm.
7:45 pm.
INFLICTS WO UN I? WITH
No. 8 ,
6:45 pm.
7:5 pm.
BIG GUN.;,'
No. 7
10:65 win. 12:45 am.
'No. 9
11:45 pm. 12:20 am.
D. F. Dldron, who rooms at. the Los No. 3
11:35 am. 12:35 pm.
Angeles rooming house, 812 South No. 4
11:59 pm. 12:35 am,
Third street, was struck over the No. 2
7:55 am.
8:25 am,
right eye with some blunt instrument No. 10
6:30 am.
7:00 am
in the New York saloon last night
It will be
than (rains Nog
shortly after 11 o'clock. The blow . 22 and 27, arenoticed
replaced by
9 and
inflicted a gash about an Inch long. 10 the same as last year,Nos.
and that
Didron told Assistant Chief of Police No. 10 will leave the local station
ut
Kennedy, who arrived at the saloon the early hour
7 o'clock.
This
within five minutes after the occur- train will do all of local
work be
rence, that two unknown men entered tween Albuquerquethe
Dodge City,
the saloon where he was tending bar i Kas., and passengers and
caring to make
during the absence of Pete Zito, pro- Intermediate points, other
than the
prietor of the place. One of the men, most
important
en route, will
he said, went out titter they had some have to ride on cities
it. No. 2 will do no
drinks and the other shoved a big local work between
Albuquerque and
gun iu bis face and ordered him to Dodge City.
throw up his hands.
j
It
also be noted that the limited
"When 1 refused to do this," Di- No. will
8 will stop at: the local station
dron said, "he struck me with the an hour, which
a remarkable
ROSWELL MAN HIS
Then I came around from be- change in the time iscard.
Kim.
These are
hind the bar and grappled with him. the only changes
of consequence.
He escaped out the front door."
When Assistant Chief Kennedy arrived on the scene there was blood
in front of the bar and blood on the
front pavement. There were no eyeCRAZED BY DRINK MARION
witnesses
to the affair. Why the
FOLKS CONVENE
CUTS HIS WRIST WITH
blood was in front of the bar when
RAZOR AND BLEEDS
Is
supposed
beDidron
to
have
been
TO DEATH.
hind It when he was struck, is a puz- MANY
DELEGATES FROM ALL
zling circumstance In connection.
Old King Alcohol claimed another
PARTS OF TERRITORY MEET
was about $15 in the cash
There
victim last Saturday In the person of register.
PROMINENT VISITORS FROM
Marion Pavey of Koswell, who, alter
Didron Is said to have been IntoxEAST, IN CAPITAL CITY
paying his respects to the liquor hab- icated.
it in a lengthy letter, cut his wrist
CONVENTION.
with it raaor and bled to death.
Pavey when sober was an IndustriThe biennial convention of the New
COMING EVENTS
ous lalK)ring man. He had u family
Mexico Christian Endeavor Union was
consisting of a wife and seven chilheld yesterday In the First Presby
dren and was the owner of a home
terian church of Kanta Fe, Dele
November l. Mahara'g Minstrels.
on Washington avenue between Fifth
November 8. My Friend From Ar- - gates were In attendance from all por
and .Sixth streets. For soma time, ho Kansas."
tions of the territory and an Interest
had been In failing heulth, to which
-- The
maid and the ing and profitable meeting was held
was added the unpleasantness of a M uNovember
Among the visitors present was Wil
ni my.
family separation, his wife and six
liam Shaw of Boston, one of the most
-- Uncle Josh.
November
children having left him and gono to
prominent christian Endeavor work
Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Texas. The seventh child a growi.
erg in the world, and the present
10 The Holy City,
son, was also an absentee from the
treasurer or the united societies. Mr.
King of Triumphs.
December
home, being employed at Clotidcroft.
Shaw delivered an nddress before the
-- Hooligan's
Troubles.
N. M.
afternoon session previous to which
21
My Wife's Family.
After the departure of Ills wift Pahe made a short talk to tha prisoners
vey rented their residence and reTOO LATE FOR CL'.r-- IFICATION. ai the territorial penitentiary.
tired to a little shack which stood in
The convention was called to order
the hack yard. Here he was found FOR RENT
Several pleasant, newly at 9:.:n o'clock bv J. E. Wood, the
by his brother-in-ladead
Hugh
secretary and also chairman of
furnished rooms, with bath and
tlrindstaff, who had left him oulv a
committee
electric llht. .",19 North Sccoixl 'the liwal entertainment
sholt time before engaged In writing
land the opening devotional exercises
st reet.
the letter referred to above. The
were conducted by Rev. John R. Sass
coroner's jury rendered a simple ver WANTED A youth of good uddress. ot Albuquerque.
Kcports of officers
age 16 to 18 years, to learn the
diet of suicide.
committees, election of new of
jewelry business. Apply by letter and
on
ficers, addresses
various Important
only. Postoffice box 31H, Albuquer- hiibjiM-tCOURSES OF STUDY.
a general reception to
and
que,
N. M.
The following courses of study will
delegates and visitors made up the 0
he offered this year by Dr. Jacob H.
program of the day. A Nature of the
HAVE
YOUR
TIN
WORK
Kaplan, rabbi of congregation Albert,
DONE convention was
nn address during the
SUBJECT
TO
YOUR
OWN
APPROV- evening
beginning Tuesday evening, Novemby
W. W. Hasession
AL
AT
NEW
THE
STAR
TIN
SHOP. vens of AlbuquerqueRev.
ber 6, l'Jti6.
on the subject,
LOUIS
F.
STUECKEL,
1.
PROPRIETOR
Psychology and psychic culture.
315 WEST COPPER AVENUE. AUTO- "The Church of Christ Versus the SaThis is a beginner's course in
gentleman also
loon." The mm
MATIC PHONE 648.
and bow to train them.
In the morning on "Young peospoke
2.
Jewish literature. This Is an
Temperance
BORROW A SHEET AND COME ple's Societies and t i
interesting and instructive course In OVER
Chum- "
TO
GHOST
THE
PARTY
HALJewish literature from the close of the LOWE'EN
NIGHT AT THE ROLLER
llilde to the present time.
"Suiool lu-and H. wife lead an
SKATING RINK.
.'!.
Lectures on the "Origin, Conever has any
ideal life. Neither
tents and Aim of the Prophetic Hooks
l mabli
A big line of unredeemed overcoats
or the Hible." No text books required. tor sale cheap at Rosenfleld's,
o
do they manage to dodge
US
V A course in Hebrew.
This will West Itallroad avenue.
tlielll?"
reading
include
of
and translation
"She ads as is stenograph r in
A Citizen Want ad doe the work. bis office all day, and when tli
ti' nesis with critical exegesis.
go
Try
one.
Tile above courses are open aud
home lie does the housework."
fre to everybody. Register Tuesday
evening, November 6 at 7:30 o'clock,
in the vestry rooms of Temple Albert,
corner of We:-- ' Hold avenue aud Seventh btrei t.
will be arranged
Time for
to null the members of ea ii class.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEQE
HeuMng aiiaia;j- - lias men installTABLES.
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
ed iu the Casino anil a Kood troop
501 North First Street.
will present "Snol.oa's Stag Party"
Both Phones
there Thursday evening.
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117 Gold Avenue

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVfei ..

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone

The

makea

tha

Tha telephone preiervae your
health, prolongs your Ufa and
protects your home.

dutlea lighter,

tha carea leea,
and the worrlea fewer.

i

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

I

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

PA-VE-

lb-i-

mind-process- es

J. fV PALMERMeats,

Flaming Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concame
Always Ready to Servo

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
31
I

U

Vela

On Ice

SOUTH FIRST STREET
Keomlni Roast la Connection 113 Vest Ud
1

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

FinesfwhiTkies0
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLX A NO
CLUB ROOMS

0

?
Q
,BJ
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it Is the Little Tliingf
tr--s

COT.NT. Wiiter'tallini;, a ilrop at a t.m.-- , will
wrar away tin liardi'ht rock. It was
the last .straw that brokw ihe raiiicl's l.a'k.
A little money
waved
JU
Kiveil i 'nuUiiy will
.iiiiount to u conifdllahle Hum. A little saveil tt'iiiil your
liieiiine eai h month will wear away the hands of poverty.
Kery
iim count. ami makes the to'al of your
savings larger.
A I'anU account Kivets you soinetLlng to think about,
it will keei you htisy; it will furnish you a safu plate
hi put your KavinKs; it will help you to save your money
systematicHlly ; it will put mothoil Into your saving.

THAT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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CHANGE
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IS WORRYING

COURT TO

Began in the Garden of Eden and has
been going on with all its delicious con
sequences ever since. It is the starting
point of a woman's life, the hour in which
the sun really begins to shine.
Be she savage or civilized it is the
dawning of the great light for which every
woman longs. The story of how the
world in every clime has done its wooing
is the most fascinating that can be told

ALONG BEST

Kead Some of Them and Ap- It Can Till the Social Season
prove Their Preference
Opens In Earnest About
Thanksgiving Day.
For Smith or Brown.
COURTS ASKEtTtO

HORSE RAClNGTs CHIEF

DRIVE

IDLERS TO COTTONFIELDS

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 31,
J. P. Eakln, President
Vice President.

amammaaMm

Island Yatchman Keady to Other Gossipy Notes and Com
ments by the Evening Citizen's
Start Around the World in
Special Capital Correspondent.
88 Foot Yawl.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI
WMOl
tm

& GIOMI.

in

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

'

W

kitp tviytblng In tloek

to outfit to
most fostldlouM bar tornplot o
Have been appointed exclutlvt agents In the 8outhwet for Jos. 8.
8chlitx,
A. B.

C. Breweries; Yellowstone!
Wm. Lemp and 8t. Louis
Green River, W. H. McBrayer't Cedar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best T'lyertet
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States, call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price fclst.
issued to dealers only.

I

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Lfong

General Btilldlng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

WOMAN

By Christine Wealand.
York. Oct. 31. The order of
Justice Dow It eg of the supremo court, Special Correspondence.
a
Washington,
31. Notwith
Oct.
granted on petition made by a largo

.

O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

the children of men and women.
Read "The Wooing of Woman,"
by Katherine Leckie in the November
Number of our new magazine

SMART SET AMUSEMENT

1906.

Chas. Mellnl,

G. Gioml,

Wooing of Woman

-
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Both Phones

standing an absolute dearth of social
incident in official life, where all in
terest centers in the result of the
election ten days hence, Washington
News-stan- ds
is enjoying a burst of gayety, all tue
more welcome than the midwinter
variety as it Is a healthy and hearty
outdoor gayety, with the clubhouse
at the Benning race track as its cenTHE FRANK A. MUNSEY CO.. New York
ter and the object of its attention the
second annual meeting of the United
Hums Racing association, which was
Inaugurated last autumn at Morris
Park, New York.
began life as a butcher In the Phil
adelphia market.
So what wonder the smartest
Prominent women" liaUtues at the
of society, as well as gentlemen
jockeys from a dozen eastern cities, races in addition to Mrs. l.ongworth.
are gathered in Washington where the are Baroness Moncheur, wife of the
ON
meeting opened Thursday. Thtre was minister from Belgium; Mnie. deg Por- CREAT LABOR 8CARCITY
tes
Fosse,
de
again
wife
la
today and the meeting
of the councillor
IN SOUTHERN STATES racing
of the, French embassy; Mr?. Alcxan- Nashvile, Tenn., Oct. 31. So great will conclude on Monday.
ner
ana
ner
Jegare
is the scarcity of labor in the southsister in law, Mrs. WARM TRIBUTE BY THE WIFE OF THE GREAT UNION GENERAL
There will be a three days' meet, Hrigh Iegare. the latter one of the
ern states that it is feared a portion
TO THE
DEPARTED WIDOW OF THE CON FEDERACY'S PRESIof the cotton crop in the Mississippi ,wlth' gentlemen riders In pink coats great helresHes of Chicago; Mrs. ClarDENT AN ' IDEAL WIFE AND MOTHER; NOTED FOR HER WARM
ence
Moore,
who
a
ly
was
Miss
Swift
valley can never be gathered. The
the score contesting for supremacy
HEART, BRILLIANT INTELLECT AND SPARTAN COURAGE
in the saddle and the verytldy cas'n of Chicago; Mrs. Charles Johnson,
lalior problem is so serious, confrontformerly
prizes
daughgo
Miss
Edith
Newlands,
ing not only planting but manufactur"
therewith. For horse
that
ing interests, that the courts have racing is fashionable in Washington, ter of the senator from Nevada; Mrs.
By Mrs. John A. Logan.
steeplechaslng
on a private Chanler Hale, formerly M!ss Rachel
been called upon to close all dives In whether
The
announcement of the death of'
daughter
Cameron,
course,
Ca
of
runs to hounds
the cities and drive all loiterers out
in order that the cotton crop can be by the elite, or professional sport on meron, of Pennsylvania; Mrs. Charles Mrs. Jefferson Davis will be received
the Benning track under the direction Hromwoll, wife of Col. Proiinve'l, the with real sorrow all over the nation.
iaved. So seriously has labor
military aid to the president; Mrs.
city .affected Jackson, Miss., that the of the Washington Jockey club.
mother,'
Murray Crane, the young wife of the She was an ideal wife and
proprietors of manufacturing estab'. hose
over
tin- -;
deep
affliclions
the
unyoung
from
senator
who
Massachusetts,
women,
These
both maids
lishments have announced that If
'
timely
children
husband
of
death
and
til
was
July
Miss
last
matrons,
JuserJiine
things continue as they are they will and
it V
bet moderately, pocketline, to close down their works. At ing their winnings or paying their lloardman, one of the capital's great- have touched all hearts.
iVicksburg, Miss, tho court ordered losses with all the sang frold of their est belles; Miss Edl h Root, daughter
One might not agree with her, but
NJ
all the unemployed negroes out of the their husbands or brothers. The high of the secretary of Kt.ate; Miss Kath- nr. the same time one could not but
arine
daughter
Elkins,
betting
the
senator
extravagance
of
tily. Today the federal government
and reckless
iidmire her brilliant intellect, warm
is being petitioned to deal with the which one hears about in smart so from West Virginia, and Miss Carolyn b 'art. Spartan courage and fortitude
daughter
Representative
Huff.
of
ciety,
Ceo.
usually
people
from
matter.'
who have
under all circumstances. It was Mrs.
"
1
J
f
U 7V
never been within the portals of the F. Huff, of Pennsylvania.
DavU' good fortune to have been a
persons
they
absolutely
AROUND THE WORLD IN
child of wealth and to have
criticise, are
Many of the most brlllinut stars in tavored
EIGHTY-EIGHIthout foundation in Washington,
been endowed with rare personnJ
FOOT YAWL
here even file most devoted bridge the social firmament of today had not charms,
Southampton, L. I., Oct 31. Halph
risen ten years ago. In spite of
Brandreth, a member of the Bellport, players sit over a game until the small even
iler educational advantages were
fortunes which have very
a pupil of
superior. She
L. I., Yacht club, has all arrange- hours of the morning for a stake of the enormous
made it possible for them not only to Mme. Grelard's school wa&
ments completed for his start on a less than $10.
Philadelphia,
in
enter, but to stand guard at the so- then the best and most aristocratic in
tour around the world in an
- A
Gen. and Mrs. Frederick Dent Grant cal portals of the nation's capital. Mr. the country.
'oorrwtmrnci
yawl. Mr. Brandreth's
Mme. Grelard, as her
venture la
will come from New York for the mtli- - and Mrs. George Vunderbilt, of course, name indicates, was a French woman,
creating considerable interest among tary
not of this class of climbers, as ir.orouguly familiar with the French
MRS. JOHN A. LOG-Aeastern yachtsmen. The yawl's crew day. steeplechase, to be run on Mon- - nr
with the Larticlnants from the 'hey, more than all other members of court and the requisite training for
will consist of two Indians from San-la- s,
Mrs. John A. I.ogan, who has writtriple-Fort
famous family, are of the
oung women who were to move in ten the
and Mr. Brandreth will be ac- crack cavalry regiments stationed at ,nelr
tribute to the
Myer, cadets from West Point, excellent social brand, who are wel-an- d the higher circles of society, conse- late Mrs.accompanying
companied by Dr. Fran Bleldelman
Jefferson Davis, especially
officers of New York's squadron "med to the most exclusive circles quently Mrs. Davis was splendidly for this newspaper, is
of Vienna, who will make a pictoral
one of the narecord of the trip - with bis camera. A and Philadelphia's city troop. This 'l the world over. They have lived fitted to grace her position as the tion's greatest women. She was the
The commander of the Taorraina, as race Is patterned on the same event in nPrt from much of the tumultuous wife of the favorite son of Mississippi, wife of Gea. John A. I.ogan, the beau
the yawl is named, is Captain Love- England and bus the endorsement of strain or new lork society, with its who was warrior, congressman, sec- - ideal of the volunteer soldier in the
and scandal, preferring retary of war, senator and president Civil war, and
lace, who recently resigned his posi- the officers of our own army. The sensationalism
credited with
being the originator
if
tion as admiral of the navy of the nm to enter a contest of this kind tne dignified seclusion of their own of the confederacy.
the Grand
wnen Army of the Republic
l Knew Mrs. uavis in ls.H-t,o- ,
republic of Panama, because, as he was i,leirt. I. 8. Martin of the Fif- - home, Biltmore House, In the North
glare
to
Carolina
of
mountains,
cavalary,
the
eenth
a
who
good
race
rode
they
173G
lived
was
impossible
It
at
Logan
Mrs.
Northwest.
First
aid.
for him to live
has nhvas been rromi- on the title alone, as the Panama on a bad horse at Morris Park a Newport, Mrs. George anderbilt was Washington, and recall vividly her nent In suldie-- r matr.rs. and she is the
Miss Edith Dresser of New York, cordial greeting of all callers,
suagovernment expected him to do. Mr. ear ago.
idol
her
of the veterans because tier nen
i
r
where her family occupied an estab- - vity of manner,
fine face, lighted aad her Influence have alwavs been
Uraadreth's tour is being made in the The recent contract
of Mr. George tished position from the old Knirker- - up with flashing her
eyes,
dark
interests of ethnology. He will sail Vanderbilt to lease .a lmuse
dark
her
exerted in their behalf
now -- mid-1 hocKer days, so that the best of social
by the early tide in the morning. The ing on New Hanii-hliand stately carriage.
Mrs. I.ogan was born in Missouri in
avenue shows lift? in America and Europe has been hair
She and Mr. Davis were easily the 1S;:s. She married Gen. I.ogan in 1855
trip will be by way of Jacksonville. the great demand for large
infancy.
marriage
hand hers from
to most popular hosts in Washington. Since
Her
Panama, San Francisco, islands of some houses In Washington,and where
bis death in IStjO she has conMr. . Vanderbllt, the last of the old They entertained lavishly
me fioutn sea, to the far east and each
and v.ere tributed
titly to magazines and
season
sees
in
Initreaiv
place
the commodore's sons to wed, took
ai:
so- - i newspapers.
themselves
back.
bv
courted
and
feted
winter colony of rich and pleasure- - less than ten years ago and has al- ciety.
loving men and women from every ways been counted among the happy
Mr. Davis' powerful influence was called that of Mme. I.arayette In the
WAR CORRESPONDENT TELLS
pan of the country, wh find
a marriages of the ultra-sma- rt
world.
shared by his taltented, attractive ('ays of the French revolution.
EXPERIENCES IN ASIA harm of social and official life here
offered
wife. Their departure from Washing-- '
Mrs. Davis' historians and tne peoMinneapolis, Minn.,
Oct. 31.
nowhere else in America. For Wash
to cast their lot with the seceding ple of the south ure extravagant in
Stanley Washburn, a native of this ington is a most hospitable city, and HOW G0r.;EZ CAUGHT
BACA ton
states was universally regretted.
their encomiums because of her vlsri- city, delivered a lecture at the except in some dozen or so homes, the
ror a time it seemed their, sway lance and solicitude for the welfare of
church of the Redeemer last night greeauie stranger wun wealth and
on bis experiences in the Russo- - Jap good manners is sure to find a wel OUTLAW ONCE ESCAPED BY OUT- was onty transierred to Utcnmond, but the soleliers and the cause for which
the scene was woefully changed, and. .tliey staked their all.
anese war. Mr. Washburn In his come, iu his second if not in his first
RIDING
OFFICER POLICEthough occupying the most exalted poThe noblest traits of her nature
lecture, which was illustrated by season, after which he may style
MAN DROVE UP IN WAGsition within the gift of the confederto have been developed by the
lime light views, told how he was ar himself a Washlngtonian, go to the
ON AND USED PISTOL.
acy, the busy preparations for war succession of acute afflictions which
rested and taken Into Port Arthur state Junctions at the While House
Officer Rafael Gomez, browned with and the dally tragic events that stir- have fallen upon her an only child
and Newchwang. On more than one nd in a few years seek presentation
having been left to comfort her In her
occasion he witnessed sea fights at at pretty nearly any court of Europe, sun and wind, reached Santa Fe Sat- red their hearts, must have overshad-iro1SC1 to 1865.
When overtaken
urday from Albunuernue where he
close range, and his work often led
" inwiK years, sne bore her sor- Mrs. Nicholas Longworth's absence nlnre,! in tail
s to whn os. owed the most resplendent occasion rows with Christian hnmnlitt, nnrt fnr
lm Into veritable death trans. Mr.
disaster and the vigilance of thejtiunle when a weaker woman would
Washburn has been for three years on the opening day was deeply la caped from that prison while awaitiug
soldiers they surrendered every-- ; have rebelled and invelged against th"
the chief foreign correspondent of mented by Washington 8 younger set. sentence over a year ago and who was
the Chicago Daily News and Its as the president's daughter has from caught recently in the Zunl mountains ,llin& aml accepted the mclancholly cruelty of fate.
Her refusal o allow the house
syndicate of dally papers, and In ner scuooi days been a regular at- of McKinley county by the Mounted verdict the fates had decreed. It was
,lu'8e years tnat Mrs- Davis' red to her from associations linked
their serrlce went throueh tho war tendant at Benning, having frequently
after a 'long chase. In (1'inn
from the commencement to the de nasteued her return to the White speaking of the arre.--t of Ikica, Officer cnart,c,,'r anl unusual abilities shone Inseparably with the memory of her
,"?sit brilliantly.
husband and children, to be prostl- claration of Deace. He served con House to be present at the ouening Rafael Gomez said:
remember rending at the time a tuted to what she considered base pur-b- e
tlnuously for two years among the of the autumn meeting. Even last
"When I first suirud after Baca,
great men of the far east and for spring her interest showed no abateappeared in some wav. to get in- - sraphlc description of her heroism poses and to have accepted a ninth of
four months in 1904 conducted the ment, as, when her husband was de formation ninrnrnim, im- movements, during the trying days of the capture tlie price offered her bv r hotel vim.
dispatch boat Fawn which wag dur tained by 'his duties in the house of Once. I came upon him in a canyon a"!1 ,lu' return to Richmond under dieate, when assured it would be ded- ing that time the only authentic representatives, she made her way to but 1 was on the mesa and he saw me iMiuiui.) escort wun everytning gone lcami io tne memory of her hsuband
even hope dead.
and for a home for confederate veter- .source of sea Information, iaier he the track in her Bmart little electric first. Then Marled a wild chase . He
ller unwavering loyalty to her bus- - ens. expresses eloquently her woman-bau- d
reported the Russian revolution, an runabout, which she steers herself, was well mounted and rode reckless
and devotion to her family re- - ly character.
accoffut of which he gave- during his accompanied by some friend, usually ly. I could have shot him but I did
ner distant kinsman, Granville Fortes-que- , not want to kill the man. When I
lecture.
who, notuwlthstanding his recent saw thai I was being out distanced,
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
resignation from the army nd conse- owing to the disadvantage of the start
MERCHANT TAILORING
ANOTHER THEATER OPENED
IN NEW YORK CITY quent loss of duty as aid at the White I gave up and let liim make an es
a
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time
From that time on, however.
Is't-Vork, Oct. 31. The newly ton.
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hand for the him by burprlse. A few days ago, 1 ing hack.
Itroadway. oiieas tonight with Ed regular
November nueting of tne Joe- - learned of his whereabouts
in the
Brings you
ward Peple's play of western lite, Key
s.y M.e.unaui lanoriug snop 1st up- but in tue meantime ber mountains, jtitw. off a freighters' trail. ure or at work.hours of misery at leisentitled "The
Rou'e." Tho IJn placeciuu,
emptv,
at
tho
freight
clubhouse
is
and
empty
siairs over .no. zu west Railroad
"I waited until uu
o!n is the first theater iu New York the
If women onlv knew the
oue, where 1 solicit the patronage of
chief feminine interest supplied wagon was passing along the trail,
built under the new exacting city by the
superbly gowned and Irfmncted and then concealed myself under the
the public. All work guaranteed first.
fire laws. It Is equipped with the women
Backache
pains
come
from
from other cities.
driver's seat In the wagon box. I kidneys.
t .a , u u . u iia.il uuecu j tr& i a i .v
uott modern electric devices and
perleut'ti In the business. Suits made
the driver and told him to "i'would save much needless woe.
claims to lie inreality us well as in
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Belmont, fresh cautioned
to order. Clutbe cleaned, pressed ana
go as near to Baca a jo6sible. This
fireproof.
llieor;
Special care has from England, where thc
lHrnn's Kidney Pills cure sick kid- repaired.
were
eam. I neys.
The specific 1 use will not
did and stopped the
been :i'en to cut oft the btage from among the distinguished visitors to he
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
from the wagon bed, taking
the aiulHiice In case et need. In the autumn races at Newmarket, onen- - arose
Albuquerque
people
endorse this:
also cleaned and walking skirts made
entirely by surprise and before
Mrs.
stead of the ordinary asbestos curtain ed their house on Scott Circle several Baca
11. Smith, or lt: Hunlng
to order. Olve me a trial.
he could move, I had him covered avenue, J.Albuquerque
(J.
tnero are two fireproof walls, one
II.
Smith,
In
weeks
advance of the regular sea
He sur deputy sheriff), says: "Every woman
O. BAMBINI
three-in-ch
thick steel curtain weigh son, to entertain their friends from with th muzzle of my pistol.
rendered
further difficulty und who lias had backache for a month
16,000 pounds, mid the other
In
New York, who are here in large I starteM without
Blood Poisonlno
with him ut once for Albu- so severe
water curtain.
numbers, while the corridors of the querque, reaching
that every movement she reauHs from chronic consiipa'ion,
there yesterday."
made hurt and she never knew the .which is quickly cured by Dr. King's
New Willard are thronged every evenANOTHER MAN REACHES
moment but. the slightest srtaln on New Life
ing with a contingent of New York,
Tills. Tbey remove all
AGE OF 100 YEARS Philadelphia and Baltimore visitors,
the muscles of the back brought a
MATTERS
germs from the system and
OFFICIAL
twinge which could only bo described poisonous
.;rMi.slowu. Pa., Oct. Si. Isaac and a display of new millinery quite
as excruciating, Is more than pleased infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
Mather is receiving the congrutula
unprecedented before ThauksRlving.
stomach, mm sen, headache, dizziness
t ions if lils friends on reaching his Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. Vanderbllt,
when she finds a means to at first
Pensions Allowed.
ami colic, without griping or discom1mm
llX'th birthday. He lives on the old Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Vanderbllt, the
check
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Mich
attacks nd then
The follow ing pension luve
"Mat tier homestead, not iar from Jen latter formerly Miss Cathle-edisKi,,. of them. When suffering from fort. I'.'.e. t;u;ii anteod by all
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kinstoun, and built on land grunte a niece of the again fa mou Freddie
Arthur 1.. Wallace of Fort Bayard, hackach.. I procured Doan's Kidney
to liis ancestors by William l'enn Gebburdt of New York; Mr. and Mrs. It per month, from March 2, llifi.
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years ago. AI attic
more than Harry h hr, Mrs. James 1,. Kernoch-an- ,
l.usillo Archuleta of White Oaks, frolic. Hi. u I have bail uo necessity to MOTT'S
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
e
viu bhows little signs of physira
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence MacUey, increased pension to $1- - per month,
loan s Kidney Pills I or any othTin y t'Vcrn.me Wt :iL
decay, lias a bou hi years old iiinl
er iiMilicin,. for achitr; across the
IriftfM
Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott Cameron, the trout September 11, PJtiti.
lut itV Still
Ifc'ttr
s
brother fcO.
lu.u!
tint lijtlilli ' ilt s .1 tin ni
)"tin W. Soil.rluiid of Fort Bayard
Iselan. Mr. and Mrs. y. Amtlie li'ck."
"
II
II
uuI, It MiltrlV
.:
I'.
brose Clark. Mr. and Mis Paul
I.y all dealers.
,,( $17 j,er month, from March
1'rlce fni
I" i
l Hrlmst
ae- i.uiiil .'i'it t111 iu'iii.
In
Nl
t
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
'llllM IU t.t Itl
Mill .Mis.-- Kin l l'n.t ji n ;m!'', V", and $!.' per month from ri iii
!".tt i Milburn Co.. ItufTalo,
;'il
kinii iiti.ih f.ir h i.n.itt
N
FAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to the New Y'likeir it: ;it !cnd:rhce, tthil, M. :l.
for the I'nUed
If agents
Uu in. (
.ii
Jill
lllll
ure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- Philadelphia xnds .u. a:ii M
Jo
.
t .
H.ilil
mil'
ing cr Protruding piles In C to 14
ha.-ii.ii
,i.emot i t'Hrxo.t jo....
Wldtllil,
U III
ill) Ililllii' I 'nail':
tile sun ,i
the
loaivl
&0c.
;ra-'.- '
money
refunded.
or
..
ce'iti!
&.
FOR
street
i".ii'roiul
who
ann
BY
Mo
SALE
tor
treat
tie
Hlel.
das
number of aliens to change their
names cornea into effect today. In
one petition on behalf of her pon, who
is a minor, Mrs. Goldoufsky set forth
ihnt her boy was employed as a clerk
in a clothing store and "as he is about
o enter upon the study of law and
fiis present came has been and would
a source of great inconvenience
le
find embarrassment to him in bis future profession were he compelled to
fetain it," she asked permission to
Use the name of Goldon. :Matanahat-fcelbecomes Matanfelt, Evsky becomes Evani and Parkowitansky becomes Parkwlth. Others with unpronounceable names become simply
brown and Smith.

Albuquerque

Now on Sale at all

10 cents a Copy

Third and MarquetU

Foundry and

Machine Works

.

HALL, Promotor
iron and Brwi Oattlnfi; Ore, Coal and bum ber Cam;
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Columni aad Iroa

$1.00 a Year

Bttfldlnf.
Kopalra on Mlntnjt and mill Maehlnmr
ronndry east tide of railroad track.

liafUan.
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MRS. GENERAL LOGAN WRITES

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS

cross-count-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Outside Building Orde r Solicited and Work
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric ,Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

1

-

;

Hot

UP THE SY3TEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.
BUILDS

Springs

j

-

RELIEVES PAIN.

!

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

1

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.
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STOCK SHOW IN
STOP! LISTEN!
DENVER

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

,7

a Permanent Yearly
Affair and Very Beneficial
to the West.

CASH

D. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man
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Corner Coal and Second

FREIGHT LEADERS
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Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
Time TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

An

Albuquerque Carriage Company
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Corner First St nit and Tljiras Avenue
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The
Interest
shown in live stock exhibitions
country
throughout the
is an evidence
that, live stock producers and growers
value these
exhibitions
from an
educational standpoint.
The study
of live stock is best conducted by
comparison of tpye, and it Is only
at these exhibitions that, such com
parison may be had. In those parts
of Europe where live stock breeding
has been brought to its highest state
of perfection, the live stock show has
long been the important feature and
nothing attracts such Interest among
the people generally.
The rapid
growth of the International
Live
E
Exposition
Chicago
Stock
at
and the
American Royal at Kansas City in
dicates the turning of sentiment to
wards more scientific development of
live stock in this country. The orgaOne Man Killed and Three
nization of the Western Stock Show
at Denver for western stockmen la
Others Are Badly
the commencement of more intelligent live stock production In the west.
Injured.
The coming big show In Denver,
which will open on January 24th next,
will without doubt be the greatest
Needles, dated
A 'dispatch from
show of the kind ever held west of the
Oct. 29, says:
Missouri river. Plans are being made
At ttao scene of the wreck ofthe
whereby the show can be conducted
Roldler train at Hartoum, Just west of
upon lines that will permit of the
Needles at 2 o'clock Sunday aftergreatest benefit to those who attend.
noon, occurred another big wreck in
The judging will be done In a large
which one man was crushed to death,
ring prepared for the purpose, where
two others dangerously hurt and a
!t can be watched carefully by the
fourth slightly Injured.
stockmen, and the judges will be reThree eastbound freight trains, on
quired to tell why one animal is pre
the Santa Fe, were running ciose toferred over another. This work of itgether down the steep grade towards
self Is of the greatest value to stockNeedles. The first and second trains
men. From a commercial standpoint
stopped at Hartoum, for some unthe Denver car lot exhibit of cattle,
known reason, and the third freight,
sheep and hogs will be of the greatest
running at a high rate of speed,
value. These exhibits will be Jugded
crashed into the rear of the second
on a commercial basis and the proof
freight.
of the Judges' decisions will be found
The point of the crash was oppoat the c."ae of the show when these
site a Hiding on which three water
exhibits will be sold at public sale to
service cars were standing. These
the highest bidders. It is hoped that
cars received the full force of the
every section of the west will be rep
to
collision, and were smashed
resented at the show, and there is ev
pieces. W. E. Smith was instantly
P. H. MORRISEY.
cry indication Vnat competition will
killed, his body being buried and
P. H. Monlssey is grand master of he very keen.
badly mangled
in the wreckage. the Brotherhood of Railroad TrainFred "WTieelock and George Kettle men, and is in charge
Makina Prime Mutton.
the campaign
were badly injured. All three were for eight hours with of
The car-lexhibition of fat sheep
no reduction In
in the employ of the water service pay for the switchmen.
and Iambs at the Western Stock
These
de
with headquarters at Needles.
raands are being presented
all tne Shew in Denver January next, prom
The crew of the oncoming train railroads between Pittsburg toand
to be' unusually Interesting. Com
the ises
saw the approaching
danger and racmc coasr.
petition will be especially strong be
Jumped, all escaping injury with the
MorriBsey began
lambs of the San
railroad tween the pea-feexception of Conductor Gardner, who. business as a clerk infor the
Luis valley and the
lambs
Chicago
the
was slightly hurt.
s Alton in 1S80.
Since 188K h has from the northern part of Colorado.
The dead and injured were taken teen
an organizer of railroad train The Union Stock Yards company of
to Needles, where Coroner Pittman, men. He Is 44 years old.
Chicago is offering special premiums
of San Bernardino held an inquest.
for the best car lot of pea-felambs
freight
The engine of the third
and for the best car lot of alfalfa-cor- n
was kadly damaged by the collision.
led lambs, and competition will be
The scene of the wreck is a
keen to secure these premiums
spot, there being many deep
There will be buyers present from
outs and heavy curves on the steep
all the big packing centers and the
grade down to Needles. It was at
I
car lots will undoubt
ago
an
years
point
three
this
that
edly bring a fancy price. In order to
extra ran into a special carrying
ue auie to compete for the sheep
hundreds of soldiers, bound for the i
prizes, t. J. Hagenharth of the Wood
A number were killed
Philippines.
Live Stock company, of Idaho, has
and many injured.
sent a choice car lot of lambs to
northern Colorado, where they are
PREFER TRAINS ON TIME.
being fed for the show. These lambs
are exceptionally fine and it. w ill make
Slower Trains More Desirable to!
j
'ho Colorado feeders hustle to beat
Tiavelers Than Delayed
UH$
1
them. However, thero will bo stime
"Flyers."
very choice car lots shown from the
"I am of the opinion that what the
San Luis valley, and there are a num-- j
her of fancy lots being put in shape
public, relishes more than fast time Is
at the northern Colorado feed lots,
trains being on time," Passenger Traffic Manager Hanson of the
Those feeders who have not yet enIllinois
Central road, is quoted as saying in
tered in this competition should pre- pare to do so at once. While entries
discussing the speed craze. "Adherare open until January 10th, the show
ence to schedule is the thing to be
WARREN S. STONE
aimed at," he continued. "American
Warren S. Stone is grand chief of management is anxious to get a line
on all of the stock being fed and corstrenuousity has influenced the rail- the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Enroads to reduce the running time of gineers, which is presenting demands respondence is urged with the secretrains to a point that in many in- all over the country for higher wages tary, Fred P. Johnson, post office box
stances is inconsistent with conserva- and better working conditions leading 15n!i. Denver, Colorado.
tive and careful management.
A to shorter hours. Ho was a
farmer
Danger FVom the Plague.
train keyed to its best has no chance boy in Iowa, went to college, but
quit
There's grave danger from the
10 make up time lost on
of u to go uruig anu tnen drove a loco- plague of coughs and colds that are
delays Incident to a trip of even a motive iy years without a wreck.
couple of hundred miles. Dur- has been chief two years. He is He
you take Dr.
46 so prevalent unless
ing the past few years there has years old.
King's New Discovery for Consumpbeen a feeling on the part of many
tion, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.
railroad men that they must put fast
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
schedules on time cards even if they
Sick headache
is caused by de- - "It's a Godsend to people livinsr in
cannot adhere to them. If a road is rangement of the stomach and by In- - climates where coughs and colds pre
not in physical condition to make ingestion.
Chamberlains
Stomach vail. I find it quickly ends them. It
forty miles an hour it would be more and Liver Tablets correct these dis- - prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
to its advantage to make thirty-fivorders and effect, a cure. By taking gives wonderful relief in asthma and
miles an hour, as it finally becomes these tablets as soon as the first in- - bay fever and makes weak lungs
known that such a road is attempting dlcation of the disease appears the strong enough to ward off coiisuinp-attac- k
the impossible aud the public acts acmay be warded off. Get a free 1 ion. toughs and colds. 50c and $1.
cordingly.
passenger sample and try them. For sale by all Guaranteed by
The average
all druggists.
Trial
would prefer to use a train of ordi- druggists.
bottle free.
nary speed with the assurance it will
arrive at its destination on time. The
flyer' may look nice on a colored folder, but when the passenger comes to
understand that the 'flyer' flics with
me wing broken be begins to figure
s
on the road that does riot promise
so much but g.'is there legnlarlv."
f
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
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Lap Robes
Horse Blankets
MARKET LETTER
Kansas City. Oct, 29. The
supply came in irregularly last week
on account of the storm the first of
the week. On Friday there was up
wards of 10it carloads of New Mexico"
here, and 11 through the week the
proportion of range cattle was heavy.
The total supply was 15,000 head
short of corresponding week last year
Decause or tne inability of the railroads to furnish cars. They have
been driven to make extraordinary
efforts to supply them lately, and to- uay tne run or cattla is 21.000 tead, a
liberal run k.i the hea .jon. The mat-kt- t
is lili.!j i. good otuks to the
moderate re.eipta. an ! wera it l;ol
that cattle shrink so much wl&re cars
are delayed, net returns would be
heavier under present conditions. T5:e
market is steady today, cows holding
the gain of 10 to 15 cents secured last
week; other grades not much changed from a week ago. Calf run has
been extra heavy all month, and
heavy weights are naturally
lower
than a few weeks ngo. ranging from
2.75 to $4.25,
light v.;als tround
Jti.00. Choice New .Mexico Mockers
sell at $3.75 to $4.10. bulk of range
stockers $3.00 to $175, Colorado and
western killing '.eon 3.40 to $4X0,
cows $2.60 to $3.25, Panhandle and
New Mexico cows and heifers $2.40
to $3.10, bulls $2.15 to $2.50.
The sheep supply is falllnug off ot
account of the near approach of the
end of the range season. Lambs are.
10 to 20 cents above a week ago,
sheep are strong, especially killing
ewes. Run Is 5,000 today, market
strong. Utah lambs at 7.40, lighter
lambs $7.00 to $7.25, yearlings up to
$5.75, a few New Mexico yearlings
lately at $6.00, Pwes $5.00 to 5.15,
wethers around $5.25. Feeding Btock
is generally common quality, especially ewes, which sell at $4.25 to
$5.00, iambs, $6.00.
Small numbers
of natives and fed westerns are com- ing . mt the supply will ,e small for

Oeo. Crocker, Springer, N. M. 39
stockers. 625 pounds, $J.40.
J. M. McOollister, Springer, N. M.
77 stockers,
789 pounds, $.1.50;
61
stockers, 570 pounds. $;t.35; 51
rMi 774 pn,ls $3.3ti; in stags. 990
pounds. $2.35:
1
calf, lb) Bounds.
$5.50; 36 stockers, 51". pounds, .t.75; t
70 stockers, 601 poinds, $1.60.
C. H. Kohlhoustn, Union. N. M. 59
stoc kers, 532 pounds, $3.6t; ill can- tiers, "26 pounds, $2.tui; 46 calves, 304 f
pounds, $3.50; 45 calves, 273 pounds,!
'

&

CO.,
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

$3.25.

NUE

Dolen Smith,
39
Raton. N.
stockers, 345 pounds, $3.65; 18 cows,
917 pounds, $2.55.
lleedle & M., Cimarron, N. M. 70
THIRD STREET
cows, 813 pounds, $2.45; 29 canners, White House Restaurant and
636 pounds, $2.00;
Lodging House
10
bulls, 1051
pounds, $2.20.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
J. A. Brown, Cimarron, N. M. 20
CONNECTION.
feeders, 970 pounds, $3.35; 43 stockAll Kinds of Freeh and 8alt Mttta,
No. 209 South First Street
ers, 539 pounds, $2.80; 22 cows, 837
Steam 8auag Factory.
Opposite 8nt Fa Depot.
"
pounds, $2.50.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
W. R. 11. Cimarron, N. M. 49 feed- Maaonio Building:, North Third Street
M.---

Moat Market

t.

J. Atkinson, Cimarron, n.

30 cows,

m.

pounds, $2.60.
T. Pyle, Newlin, Texas 30 calves,
327 pounds,
$3.10;
35 cows, 756
pounds, $2.15; 144 cows, 808 pounds,
848

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

W. Ee

MAUGER

WOOL

315 South Second 8treet
WINE8. LIQUORS AND CIGARS
with Raaoe A Maurer.
$2.56.
One Block From Depot and Two
1
Office, 115 North First St.
Block From Poatoffice.
Some sales o! sheep and lambs here
1
1
this week:
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
ALBUOUEROUE. N. M.
Butterfleld, Tennessee Pass, Colo.
TOTI X ORAO I
1002 ewes, 96 pounds, $5.00.
Dudley & S., Colorado 693 sheep,
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
101 pounds, $5.35.
Grain and Fuel.
W. H. & J. L. Lindsay, Heber. Utah.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY Fine Line of Imported Wines, Uqooirs
801 lambs, 70
pounds, $7.35; 404
and Cigars. Place yonr order tea
PUBLIC.
ewes, 113 pounds. $5.15.
.
Room 6, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
this line with
Ed West, Trinidad, Colo. 839 wethAutomatic Telephone. 174.
NORTH THIRD BTRim
ers. 97 pounds, $5.25; 260 feeding
wethers, 90 pounds, $4.80.
M. DRAGOIE ,
Uaker, Roswell, N. M. 475 yearlings, 86 pounds, $6.00; 48 ewes and
Dealer In
riRE
wethers,. 92 pounds, $5.40.
INSURANCE.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Secretary
Butcher & M., Chama, N. M., 1007
Mutual Building
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, aal
lambs. 61 pounds, $7.00; 1044 feeding tlon. Office at 217 Wect RaJlrmu
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
54
avenue.
pounds, $6.10.
lambs,
$00 North Broadway, corner of Wa
lngton avenue, Aibuquerque, N.
If you want results in advertising
SHIPPERS FROM LAS
try
Evening
aa
Citizen want ad.
CRUCES IN THE .VARKETS

O. A. SLEYSTER

A. E. WALKER.
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RANKIN & CO.

Xt

brought In yesterday a shipment of
Igoats from his ranch located in the
Organ mountains near thad place, says
the Kansas City Drovers' Journal. Mr.
STOCK SALES
Simmers says that in numbers the
'goats of that part of the territory
Kansas City. Oct 26. Soni,. sales Bhow 11 B"eht '""ease. There are
of Texas and New' Mexlc.i cattle at vwry, fow Bheep' an,i ,lot a Krat many
cattle, as It is mountainous and rough,
Kansas City this week- 101 '"e goal inaus- " ",tu
J""1"
Adams C. Co.. Verleio V M 4 4 try.
At no point on Mr. Simmers'
stockers, 4S5 pounds. $1.10; 55 stockers, 724 pounds, $4.00; 127 cows, 895 ranch does he range his goats at an
pounds, $2.85; 31 cows, 842 pounds. altitude lower than 5,imio feet, anu
$2.50; 46 tows, 7S3 (Oimds, $2.45; 7 from that on up to the top of these
mountains, "lint while the goats are
bulls, 12:!7 pounds, $2.35.
ranged up And down the mountains.'
it. M. Candler. Springer. N M ir. SHld
Mr slmmfra- "'hey
t travel
stackers, 700 pounds. $4.ml; 43 'stock-- '
ers. 7; pounds. $:i.5( 18 cows, 806 any great distance, and do not cover
pounds, $2.85;
stag 1350 iMiunds, a very large area of land. The principal feed is brush, cedar leaves and
$3.50.
We make no proA. M. and If. M. Porter, Springer, juniper berries.
X. M. 72 stockers. 611 pounds. $4.00; vision in that country for winter as it
Is so far south that we have no fear
7 stockers,
611
pounds, $3.00; 60
calves, 37(t pounds, $3.50; 52 heifers, of the cold weather. These goats come
at night
741
pounds. $3.25; 8 cows, 1033 to the corral voluntarily
where they are kept for protection
pounds, $3.50.
J. M. Licks, Cimarron, N. M. 63 from the wolves, mountain lions and
ild cats."
steers, HI:! pounds, $4. oil; 40 cows,
941
pounds,
$:.0D; 34 cows, 9li
OVERCOATS.
pounds, $2.50.
Unredeemed overcoats
for sale
W.
TeXaS 538 rllflin at linKOnflnlri'
Halsell. Hovin
h nnun k.nl..
cows 837 pounds, $3.oo; 8 cows. 83'. jer-- the
man you can' trust,
pounds, $2.25.
n
J. V. and C. II. Farwi'll. Cbannlng.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Texas 634 cows, 854 pounds, $2.80.
BREAD and take no other.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATaV
IXJANS.

ri-- J

Automatic phone

UTJ,

l.::.il!i!.iHHlli

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

1

-

a

IN

THE
TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT
Changi sVill occur in the telegraph
department of Liu; Atchison. Topeka
.4 Santa Fe railway as a result of the
promotion of Walker Knowd 0f Topeka to be telegraph manager of the
Santa Ke Gulf lines to succeed H. J.
Teed who went to the Frisco as superintendent
of
telegraph.
The
changes are:
t
H. It. Fisher.
iiv elii. f and mana-ge- r
of the I .a Junta relay office since
'M'l has been appointed to succeed
Walter Knowd at Topeka.
J. H. Hrennan, wire chief and manner at l.as Vegas, is transferred to
.a .Junta v ice K. It. Fisher.
F. W. Warden, night wire ehief at
Shiiton is transferred l of l.as Vegas
vice M. Urennan.

Furniture packed and crated; gate:
line and gaa stoves repaired.
4
Next to Walton's drag itore, Sont)
Third street.
g

1

0.

1

W.

Strong's Sons

8TRONG BLOCK.

TAKE WARNING.
for when the leaves begin to fall It
sure sign that winter. la on the
way, and high time for you to hare
that old furnace looked over and
repaired.Perhaps you need a new
one. In either case you will get the
most satisfactory results by giving
the order to the Standard Plumbing &
Heating company, who make a specialty of furnace work, and employ
only skilled workmen.
Is a

UNDERTAKERS

-

Superintendent
Falrriew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries
MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second St.. Bota

I

N. .1. Hud son, Btalion agent at Gallup, has resigned and accepted a better position in California for which
place lie will leave soon after the
llrst of the month. Mr. and Mrs. Hudson have been residents of Gallup for

the past thiiv years and more, and
luring that time haw made many
friends who regret iheir departure but
ai'e glad of Mr. Hudson's success. Mrs.
Hudson took an active art in sixial
life of the town and
iil lie gnatly
missed.
K. C. Ilsirke,
who is taking down
Hie evidence iu the A.
s. K. ii
C.
If. i. rinht of way contest; engineer
C C. Sroufe, of Hie A. & ('., anil
Uwyn and A'torney
C. Clark
"f tbu Hio (Jiande, arrived in Aztec
the other day, where ilie contest was

lakeu.
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$is Location

PEL K.N IS

31

SOUTH

MILES

OF

A I.BUtiUEK-QUK-

TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROIJ.ER
150 BARRELS DAILY; I.ARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THEt LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FI1UR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE,
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
Tiii NEAR FUTURE CAN' NOT HE ESTIMATED.
1
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TO BELEN, M. M.

MHaBMBWinaBiataBMaaaeaMMBBnBasMaBSBSsaBsaBasBi

N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WUST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON ANJ) POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND 70- FOOT STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 23 FEET WIDE.
WIXH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESMILL. CAPACITY

COME

Future Railroad Metropolis

.

Located on Belen

Cut-of- f

of

New Mexico

of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
,

and

'.
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o

u
0Of

,
451.

Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.'

3

CHANGES

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts,' Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

' '

if

A

ot

seven:

PAGE
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JANUARY

FIVE-HOLRANGE WITH
WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

---

CITIZEN.

Jfcr

A

$29.00
$26.00

EVENING

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im- -

Pies.

WM. M. BERBER,

A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST -- CLAS3, MODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IiOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOBS BECKER,

9K9meeeK0eKeKexee9
Keoe)ooeooeceoaK0ec

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

SeCy.
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PERSONAL

AX3I4

S. C. Stuart
liUHiness.

of 8anlH IV is here on

Mr. M. Nash will le the hostess ai
a Hallowe'en pnrty tonight.
hi re
from
K. H. Hopper arrived
Hlllsboro today for a hrlef visit.
.1. W. Akers in here fioru Santa Fe.
He Is around talking politics to local

Men's Work Shoes

politicians.
Mr. and Mrs. ('has. Krlcknon of
Pecos, N. M., snout Monday In the city
visiting and shopping.
After a pleasant visit with friends
In Chicago, Mrs. J. AV. Young has returned to Albuquerque.
Fred Hunlnn Is in the city from
Ixis Lunas. . Mr. Hunlng nays that
Valencia county Is all Andrews.
Misses Anna, Elizabeth and Oeral-din- e
McOlllan left Monday night on a
Angeles.
pleasure trip to
Harold llurd. of Itosewll. deputy
OIL GRAIN SHOES
$1 85 $2 00
coal oil Inspector, is In Albuquerque.
BOX CALF SHOES
Mr. Hurd came In from Snnta Fc last
2 00 2 50
night.
KANGAROO CALF SHOES
2 25 2 75
Rev, Joshua Hiald will give on account of his visit to the Colorado
COLT SKIN SHOES
2 50 3 00
association at the Congregational
church tonight.
HIGH TOP RUSSIA CALF, BLACK OR TAN... 93 50
The Woman's Circle of the Ilaptist
church will hold their monthly tea at
the home of Mrs. Goff, 219 North High
street Thursday at 3 p. ni.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Congregational church will be entertained tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock by
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Mrs. lr. Connor, on North Twelfth
street.
for
Richard White, timekeeper
purchased at F. K. Trotter's
When
on ll'he
brothers,
contractors
Grant
grocery store, are sure to bring the Belen cut off
left for Belen last evenright flavor to all dishes into which ing after a brief visit In Albuquerque.
they enter. This is because we alSecretary J. W. Raynolds and Travways procure to best manufactured. eling Territorial Auditor Chas. V. Saf-forof Santa Fe, spent last night In
e find out first what brands are recity and returned home this mornliable and personally guarantee them. the
ing.
Mrs. E. C. Weidner, who whs here
on court matters and also to visit
friends, has departed for southern
California, where she will spend the
winter months.
Dr. I,. H. Chatnberlin, president
iso8. 118 and 12o South Second street. of the New Mexico board of dental
examiners, has returned from'Sinta
Fe, where he has been In attendance
at recent meetings of the hoard.
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
.
1 Enill Kleinwort, the Third .strict
street meat market merchant, who
History
Into
Th8
Fair
Has
Passed
Greatest
,;
.
was over In the Kstanela country purchasing faf sheep for his local marWe still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
ket, has returned to the city.
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of in order to make
Judge I). H. McMillan spent yesterroom for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
WATCHES, STERLING
day at Socorro and returned to AlbuSILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
querque this morning. The Judge says
or Albuquerque.
that he notieed no damage as a result of the recent earthquake.
Hickox-Maynar- d
Hon. Solomon Luna, who returned
to Los Lunas last night after a short
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
visit at republican headquarters, declares that Valencia county will lob
9m
Wotohom
Rooalrm
for
Your
Bond
up serenely with the nsttnl big repubi
lican majority.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
N.
W. J. Andrus of Hackensack,
J., who has been on a combined hunting and prospecting trip near Aragon.
N. M., has departed for the east. Mr.
Anarus eixnt sometime In Albuquerque, with P. A. Gullllon of the Savoy
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Melshclnier have
Fourth and Railroad A venae
arrived In the city, and Mr. Melsheim-e- r
comes to accept a position as one
of the linotype operators on The Even
ing Citizen. For the past few months
they have been sojourning at Ocean
Park, Cal.
Dr. McLandress end Frank W. Cook
;
have returned from a bunting trip n
.The Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructthe vicinity of the Valley ranch on
ed
it burns into actual heat every ounce of
the Pecos, bringing with them four
cpal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
wild turkeys as trophies of their pilgrimage. They report game quit
only aoes cut tuei Dins in nan,
plentiful on the Pecos.
but it gives greater heating power
A week from Thursday, the body of
W. L. H. Adams, the late manager
than any other heater known.
of the Alvarado hotel, will be shipStart a fire in a
ped to Jersey City, N. J., for burial.
The funeral services will be held at
Jersey City. Mrs. Adams' Bister, Miss
Morgan of Los Angeles, hag arrived
here.
James Williams, for a number of
years. Wells, Fargo express agent at
HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT
Needles, but for the past four years
In other service for the company, has
been appointed auditor for them with
headquarters at Needles. He is expected to anivo in Needles In a few
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
days.
L. It. Thompson, the capitalist, ar
perfect damper system enables
rived this morning from Los Angeles.
you to keep fire for 36 hours.
Mr. Thompson, who has been more or
less heavily interested lu Albuquerque
realty for a number of years, has recently acquired the several housts on
the Highlands known 'as the Wright
property.
R.M.Thomas, an official of the railway mall service, is lu the territory
on official matters.
It Is hoped that
ne will come to Albuquerque, and with
the aid of Postmaster Hopkins, try to
nurt out wny subscribers of The Even
ing Citizen and other papers lu the
THE
south west d not receive their papers
regularly.
Judge 15. rf. Kouey, who arrived the
other day to
a few days with
RAILROAD AVE.
Mrs. Rodey and children, has not hft
the city as erroneously stated in the
Momlng Journal. 1U Is sick at his
Diamond, WatcUea, Jewelry, Cut Olaas, Clucks. Silverware. We Invite
residence, corner of Kiglith street and
your trade aud auarantea A SQUARE DEAL.
Kent avenue, with la grippe, and will
With eitht'r plain or rap toes, In lace or congress. We have tjiem In
'a'Yarlety of last to fit every foot, properly., The soles are cut
. from noliil, well wearing leather, either light,
medium or heavy
weight. The uppers are box calf, oil firaln, kangaroo calf or coltr
fekin. lloavjr twill Is used for the lining. This makes the inside of
,' the fthoo smooth and comfortable.
All seams are stitched with cx- -'
ixx strong thread and If they should rip we will sew them tip free
of charge.

.

In

d

not leave for tlie east until he Is promay think jou can get
nounced thoroii iilily cured.
along very well without a piano, but If
The exterior a'l Interior of Farr's you
w
ill consider a moment you will
meat market hnve been In the hands
of painters and paperhaligers (be trail, that with a thoroughly good
piano !n your home there is musical
pnst. few daws.
enjoyment for you without end
ThOK. J. forkcy, Jr., a young at
A
plan.o will make your home
torney of Toledo, O., Is In the city twicegood
as attractive, provide unlimited
In
Gallup
to
locate
and may conclude
pleasure for you and your friends, befor thf practice of his profession.
sides furnishing a af investment
Raluh Kalv. a prominent republican that has little depreciation
because, of
of IHnilng, is In the city today, and tho high reputation
each make we sell
will probably bp one of the speakers enjoys.
at the republican rally at tne Elks'
it a mistake to put off ownopera house tonight. At the court ingIsn't
n piano any
especially
house tomorrow nigbt, Mr. Ealy and when there Is tin longer,
reason under the
Prof. Carrera will Ik the principal tun for the delay7 .
speakers at the rally to be held In the
Why should you delay?
old town of Albuquerque.
Not because of terms, because we
of
International
secretaries
Three
have told. you again and again that
Ihe Y. M. C. A. passed through Albu- payments may be arranged to meet
querque yesterday en route to their your wishes. Not because of any
homes. Tnev were h. s. Goodman, doubt about the quality of the piano
New York: linino llobbs, Denver nnd you niay.aolrct. for that Is guaranteed
D. MrDill. Chicago. The gentlemen by us.
tarrUd iu Albuquerque between trains.
If there Is anj- - other reason we
They had been in attendance at the don't know of it, and If you will come
recent
convention of In and tell us what It is we believe
we will be able to clear the difficulty
the Y. M. C. A. at Douglas, Arizona.
'Miss Ellzalcth Thomas, who resid away.
When you next, go chopping why
ed In this city a few years with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Thomas, not call here and select the piano that
was united In marlrage last night, In suits you?
Awaiting your call we are
Santa Fe, to Alfred L. Grlmshnw. the
Very respectfully,
ceremony being performed by Rev.
LKARNARD
LINDRMANN,
Oeorge F. Sevier, of the First Pres206 West Cold Avenue.
byterian church. John Fielding was
the best man, and Miss Margaret New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.
Thomas, a sister of the bride, was
bridesmaid. 1 be happy couple left
IV.
&
Immediately after the ceremony on a
honeymoon trip to LI Paso.
Rmtmll
mnd
Wholml0
The funeral of Dr. C. B. Strotber,
who died yesterday morning at 123
North Walter street, was held this
$8.50
afternoon at 3 o'cdlock from the home Best American Block
8.50
of W. Bacon, 723 East Gold avenue. Hard Nut Coal
9.50
Rev. J. W. T. McNlel of the Bnttst Larger Sizes
0.00
church, said the rites, and the body Domestic Gas Coke
$225
will be shipped to Albany, Ga., his Green Mill Wood, per load
2.75
former home tonight. Mr. Bacon Is Dry Mill Wood, per load
a cousin of Dr. Strother,
3.00
deceased. Factory Blocks, per load
Mrs. C. T. Oslioin, an aunt, who will Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
accompany the body to Albany, arin All 6lzt.
Auto. 410
rived this morning on the California Phone
Black, 20
limited.
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HARDWARE

H. HAHN
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ggl WILSON

HEATER

The

ALBUOUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

EVERITT
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Diamond

"TAFFY" CAMPAIGN

J

J J

'STROUP AND 8IG.
GRUNSFELD LOAD UP WITH

Quality Question
is heard nowadays about tlotl
we have contributed our share toward the
discussion, and perhaps1 a little more.
There are so many reputable lines of clothing nowadays that there Is 110 excuse for any man getting' .'the
worst of It, providing he uses common-sens- e,
and does

MICH

not try to get something for nothing.
Yet a man Isn't to be blamed for having flatirou-fake- d
clothes foisted on him at least, for the first time.
If It happens the second time, it's his own fault, because
we have told how such a large percentage of clothes are
given "selling shape" with the fiatlron. Instead of fcy
careful needlework because the latter Is cheaper.
If you want assurance that your clothes are going
to give you constant gratification, and hold their shape
and retain their original style, then we iuvite yon to
of our II., 8. fc M. Suits or Overcoats.
try-on-

H. Si & M. Suits . .
H. S. & M. Overcoats

$15lo$35

.

.

$12 to $35

9
The Railroad Avenue Gothter

nn r

fib

rr?i

nn

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

CANDY.

Between Railroad and Copper A ve.

Tbs afternoon, A. B Slroup and
Sigfrled Gruusfeld, two candidates
on :he people's ticket for county of
fices, left lor Los Raucnos de Albu
querque, wbere thty will feed the
wives and children of the voters on
taffy and chewing gum. Just before
they left the city, they stopped In
front of Rupit's drug store and secured a contribution from Candidate
Ruppe of a bucket of candles and with
pome pointers from Ruppe as to the
proper method of approaching the
wives and children of the native voters, started off with visions 'of suc
cess. SIg. singing to himself "We
will rldo into office over the- - taffy
route."

STEEL RANGES

HEATING

COOKING

AND

5c, IGc& I5c

STOVES

With Reservoir and

Warming

Oven

S 8.00 and up
1

A

URGE

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

ABUNDANCE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

1
DISTRICT COURT
Guy A. Pearce plead guilty to embezzling money of the Santa Fe before Judge Abbott this morning and
was sentenced to one year In the
penltentlaty and the payment of the
csts. Commitment suspended uutil
fnrther order of the court. Pearoe
also made good his shortage with the
Santa Fe. Tho crime was committed
while Pearce held the position of
ticktt clerk at the Albuquerque sta
tion.
The cage of 1he territory versus
Zenobia Garcia, charged with perjury,
is occupying the attention of tue
court this afternoon.

G

f

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

lW)f

W
if

4yL

Tho Traction company is expecting

cnts;

25

I

at the

Ca
see "Snob- -

&

WHITNEY COMPANY,
'

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

I tO. ItT. month rtrt Btr0t
ItS.dot,
do3, north rirmtmtroot

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAMBROOK 01TO., Prop.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlet

AVB.

WAL-STOR-

A

I

W'LUAW.MclNTOSH,

Tin pounds of the best extracted
t. Sixty-pouncan for $5.
'nier bv' postal. W. P. Allen, Hox 203
City.

Present

SOLOMON

Highland Rooming House
MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Prop.

ACROSS THE RAILROAD
Traniaettoti
JUST
Cuarantaad
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

I I 8 W. R. R.
laughable farce "Snobson's
Slag Party" will be presented at the
FEE'S . PEERLESS HOME-MAD'
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
Casino Thursday evening. Admission CANDIES.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
2.1 cents.
TON'S DRUG STORE.

HONEY

A

Ageata: Winchester Arms and AmmuoitkM.
Heresies Pw4cr and High Explosives

PLUMBERS AMD
TINNERS

oADULb HOM3E3 SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St RQSENFIEt P S,

The

Peninsular

COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

Admission

"A SINGLE FACT IS WORTH A
SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT" AND A
SINGLE
SEALSHIPT OYSTER IS
WORTH A PAGE OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
TRY ONE THEN YOITL
TRY A PINT AND NEVER TRY
ANY OTHER KIND.
TODAY WE
HAVE
BLUE
POINTS, DIRECT
FROM GREAT SOUTH BAY, LONG
ISLAND; COCKTAIL OY8TERS, DIRECT FROM
VIRGINIA; COUNTS
DIRECT FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY.

and

National

Oak,

Healing Stoves.

o

sino Thursday evening to
son in his "Stag Patty."

ft

"

With a pair of our Overgalters you
can wear low shoes all winter without
any risk of catching cold. They are
made of fine black cloth and cost in
7 button length for women 35 and 50
cents; 10 button length for women
50 cents; 10 button length for men .j
cents. C. May's shoo store, 314 West
Railroad ayenue.
an unusually large crowd

Xr?

JL

FOR RENT OR SALE
ROOMING
HOUSE. FURNISHED
COMPLETE.
BARGAIN CALL 214 WEST GOLD.

JJ

ON THE

r nnna

CANDIDATES

l

Where We Stand

It Will Pay You to Trade With

nr r

CHILDREN

!AM0NG

Palace

J J J J J J J J

CO.

Coal and Coke

GO.

Waste Fuel

No

I

lnter-terrltorl-

F. F. TROTTER

The

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1906.

YOU

LOCAL AND

WESTRAllROADAVE.TlU

p

CITIZEN

EVENING

JMBUQUEKQUE

TAGK EIGHT.

LUNA,

New Building. New Furniture,

Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

T. C. MEAD, Treasurer and Manager

honey,

Stetson Shoes

HALLOWE'EN NIGHT.

We are agents for this celebrated shoe fur men iu
this city.
The good dresser appreciates the style, workmanship and wearing qualities of this well known shoe
$5. 50 and $6.00.
Try a pair.
Walkover Shoes $3.50 and $4.00
l'inree Shoes $4.00 and $5.00.
K. L.

Vniii

rn

4

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE"
ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST? N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN. S16 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.

The Womau k jcuttiiee Is tho only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pin plates. Wohouae-cooke-

Ct

man's Exchange,

t
f f l f
--

r

tui west Railroad

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THK
COLOMBO

f f"f

'

O

avenue.

-X

f"or the
Best Line of

DON'T MISS THE GHOST PARTY
AT THE ROLLER SKATING RINK

HALL

JdnissiOR 50c

DANCING SCHOOL

ladies

Free

f

STOW US
In Albuquerque

See Ours

RlclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.

